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he six months since we launched Cyclist Off-Road have been some of the most 
enlightening of my 30-plus years spent riding. Gravel bikes have rebooted my zest  
for cycling, and changed the way I approach my rides. 

I’ve developed a game I call Routefinder Roulette. The rules are simple: input a start 
point and destination into route-planning software and then let the algorithms do the rest. 
Where will my bike computer take me? A road, a gravel path, a bridleway? Having a bike 
that can cope with almost any surface means I can just take my chances and go with it. 

It’s a whole lot of fun, and I have discovered routes in my own area that I never knew 
existed. I even managed to cycle from my home in the New Forest all the way to my  

in-laws’ house in south London almost entirely off-road, stitching together  
nearly 200km of blissfully car-free trails. 

Riding this way has given me the freedom to explore on a bike again, and it has 
reminded me that I don’t have to go to far-flung places to have a great adventure.  
A quick Google search tells me the UK has 422,100km of paved roads, but I bet 
there are almost as many kilometres of cycle paths, trails, byways, gravel tracks 
and disused railway lines. You just have to get out there and find them. 
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Win a Lezyne Tubeless 
CO2 Blaster kit
Fix a flat and be back riding in no time with  
this handy prize worth £45
Lezyne’s Tubeless CO2 Blaster is an innovative two-in-one tool that 
simultaneously seals and inflates tubeless tyres for fast and 
mess-free puncture fixes without even needing to remove the 
wheel. We’ve got 10 to give away, each kit comprising five rubber 
tyre plugs, insertion tool and two CO2 canisters, all housed in  
a sleek, compact aluminium holder that can be easily stowed  
in a pocket or attached to the bike with a Velcro strap.  

For your chance to win go to cyclist.co.uk/lezynecomp
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Easton 
EC90 SL 
chainset
From £399.99, silverfish-uk.com

T he latest and greatest new kit for gravel and off-road
#01

W hen chainset specialist Race Face bought Easton in 2014, the deal had more 
than just financial implications. Race Face knew alloy, Easton knew carbon, 
and five years on their combined expertise brings us the EC90 SL chainset.

At 590g fitted with 52/36t chainrings or 442g fitted with a single 40t chainring, 
the EC90 is lighter than the big three groupset manufacturers’ equivalents. Yet the big 
selling point here is versatility. Thanks to Race Face’s ‘Cinch’ technology an array of 
chainrings can be fitted onto the same crank arms. The EC90 SL can support 53/39t, 
52/36t and 50/34t double setups and 38-50t single rings in two-tooth increments. 

Unlike some other chainsets, the EC90 SL is only available in the traditional crank 
arm lengths of 170, 172.5 and 175mm, but it does have an ace up its sleeve. Not only is 
the 30mm crank spindle compatible with all major bottom bracket standards, it can 
also be swapped out for the Cinch Power Meter spindle (£769.99), which weighs  
a mere 65g and delivers +/-2% accurate pedalling data for each leg.
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Rudy Project Protera
£135, yellow-limited.com

W hen is a road helmet an off-road helmet? When  
it has a peak, right? Not so fast. While safety 
standards for road and gravel helmets are the 

same, lids bound for dirt offer more cranial coverage. 
Or that’s the theory with the Protera, which extends 

much further down the back of the skull and temples for 
better protection in the event of an off. That does mean more 
material, but at 339g (medium) the Protera is light enough to 
not feel bulky, and has plenty of vents to keep things chilled. 

Venting can be further improved by swapping the mesh-
padded inserts (designed to keep bugs out) for the regular 

£185, oakley.com
Oakley Field Jackets
The expansive field of vision created by rimless, visor- 
like lenses is all well and good, but in the rough and tumble 
of gravel riding the protection of full frames can actually be 
an advantage. They guard the lenses against ground strikes 
in the event of you overstepping your ability to cope with a 
particularly technical section of trail. 

Oakley’s Field Jacket design offers a compromise.  
Its Prizm lenses are fully enclosed but still oversized  
so as not to limit peripheral vision. The dual-lens design 
means prescription options can be fitted too, so you’ll  
be able to see that tree root before it takes you out.

set of supplied pads. Both sets are from X-Static, and  
are a regular feature in high-end helmets, offering claimed 
anti-microbial and hydrophobic material properties. 

There is of course a visor, which is height-adjustable  
or removable via two finger screws, and another neat  
touch is the straps, which can be unclipped from the main 
shell for washing, or swapped for different colours. 

Rudy Project offers a beguiling range of hues, and  
given that the Italian brand also makes sunglasses, there 
is a host of colour-matched Rudy shades designed to fit 
well with the Protera’s straps and retention system.

NEW GEAR 
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Mason In Search Of
From £3,140, masoncycles.cc

 M ason is a Sussex-based bike brand that says it  
takes pride in producing progressive designs. Its 
founder, Dom Mason, was the man behind some 

forward-thinking bikes at Kinesis before starting his own 
company in 2015. It launched with road-going designs that 
incorporated features such as hydraulic disc brakes and  
wide tyre clearances before many brands in the industry  
had seriously addressed these trends.

This latest bike, the In Search Of (ISO), is made from  
a blend of Dedaccai Zero/Reynolds 853 steel, married to 
Mason’s unique ‘HotShoe’ fork. That means the frameset 
has clearance for whopping 2.4in 29er MTB tyres, or 2.8in 

tyres on 650b wheels. With that kind of rubber, there should 
be barely any terrain on Earth that the ISO can’t roll over. 

The fork crown has a mounting system for Mason’s own 
load-bearing mudguard and the frame is adorned with 
every type of boss a rider could wish for, creating ample 
opportunity to store luggage and bottle cages on the bike.

While this type of bike borders on hardtail MTB territory, 
Mason has specced the ISO with drop bars and has designed 
geometry that’s not too far off a typical road bike, albeit a  
bit shorter and higher. Dom Mason says he aimed to create  
a comfortable but efficient position to allow for doing  
long distances at speed.

NEW GEAR NEW GEAR 

PedalEd  
Odyssey kit

The Transcontinental Race and Kyrgyzstan’s Silk Road 
Mountain Race are perfect definitions of the word ‘odyssey’, 
so it is apt that PedalEd’s new Odyssey kit used those two 
epic races as testing grounds before final production.

The brand says comfort and versatility were its top 
priorities, so you’ll find pockets aplenty on the kit – seven  
on the jersey and five on the bibshorts. The thigh pockets 
on the bibshorts are made with a stretchy mesh and have 
– rather strangely – the opening at the bottom. A clever 
overlapping panel ensures nothing falls out while allowing 
easy access to grab snacks on the fly. 

PedalEd says the Odyssey jersey’s lightweight material 
is quick-drying, odour-resistant and features reflective 
details, so should cope well with repeated use on long rides 
at any time of day or night.

Whatever the scale of a rider’s own personal odyssey, 
changeable conditions are likely to feature, so the Odyssey 
gilet packs down to such a small size it will likely go all but 
unnoticed until needed. And yes, that has a pocket too.

Gilet £105, jersey £125, bibshorts £145, 
pedaled.com
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Sidi Jarin 
£340, saddleback.co.uk

G ravel riding could be seen as a blend 
of road riding and mountain biking. 
Certainly, that’s what Sidi has tried  

to achieve in its new Jarin gravel shoes.
The design is based around Sidi’s Shot and 

Wire 2 road shoes. The look is fairly sleek and 
the Jarin uses Sidi’s proprietary Tecno-3 dial 
closure system, but with a number of features 
that mark them out as off-road shoes. 

The outers have been beefed up in a few 
areas to better cope with scrapes and rock 
strikes; the toe box has a textured protective 
coating, as does the heel; and Sidi says the  
rest of the upper is made from a durable 
Techpro microfibre.

The stiff carbon sole is much the same  
as on Sidi’s road designs, but the carbon has 
been shaped to incorporate chunky tread 
blocks that should help if a ride includes some 
hike-a-biking. Sensibly the tread blocks are  
all replaceable – Sidi makes a point of ensuring 
that the parts on its shoes can be replaced, 
helping to ensure their longevity (as well as 
justify the price).

Finally, the colourways are worth a mention. 
The Jarins come in an understated matt olive or 
this striking option, which Sidi calls ‘iridescent 
purple’. Pictures don’t do the finish justice, and 
we’d say ‘oil slick mixed with unicorn blood’ 
might be more accurate.

£38, upgradebikes.co.uk

Lezyne Ratchet Kit 
Murphy’s Law decrees that if you don’t take any tools on  
a ride, you’ll definitely need them. The flipside is that if  
you do carry some tools they’ll just take up space in your 
pocket. And even if you do take tools and do need them,  
you could still fall foul of Smith’s Law, which suggests  
that any dropped tool will come to rest in the most 
inaccessible place possible.  

There is no escape from these laws, but that shouldn’t 
stop you from kitting yourself out with some neat, light and 
pleasingly practical tools, such as the Lezyne Ratchet Kit.  
It’s very compact, comes with 12 bits including hex, star  
and screwdriver heads, and is housed in a small soft-shell 
case. Just don’t drop it.

NEW GEAR 
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Juliana 
Quincy 

£2,199 frameset, £5,599 as shown, 
 jungleproducts.co.uk

J uliana is sister brand to Santa Cruz 
Bicycles, set up in collaboration with 
(and named after) former multiple MTB 

World Champion Juliana Furtado. Its ethos, 
according to product manager Amy Nelson, is 
to offer women’s bikes that go beyond simple 
theories such as women just needing a shorter 
reach and taller front end. Instead it tests all its 
designs among a diverse group of women in 
the mountains of Santa Cruz County, California, 
which effectively form its back garden. 

An example of what sets Juliana’s bikes  
apart is found in its mountain bikes, where the 
shocks are custom tuned to perform optimally 
for women, and the same attention to detail 
carries over to the Quincy gravel bike.

Just like its sibling, the Santa Cruz Stigmata 
(see review on p132), the Quincy gets a full 
carbon frame and fork, plus it’s compatible  
with both 650b and 700c wheel sizes to 
maximise its versatility. The components are 
also intended to refine the ride for women,  
with handlebar widths and saddle selections 
made according to individual frame sizes,  
which go right down to 49cm. 

‘We know people like to customise their 
bikes to suit their individual needs, but our aim 
is to deliver a product you can ride straight 
out of the shop with no messing around,’ says 
Nelson. ‘We have pored over all the subtle 
details a modern female rider wants.’

And if the impressions of our tester are 
anything to go by (you’ll have to wait for next 
issue for more on that), Juliana has got the 
details just right. 

NEW GEAR NEW GEAR 

Pirelli Cinturato Gravel
Pirelli has only recently entered the bicycle arena but its 
road-going Velo collection has been well received. Now  
it has followed up with the Cinturato range of gravel tyres, 
and the brand claims they incorporate technology carried  
over from its work in Formula 1. 

The tyres use a rubber compound Pirelli dubs SpeedGrip, 
which provides physical grip in the dry but also chemical  
grip in the wet, and they come in two tread patterns: one  
for faster rolling in hard-packed conditions while the other 
aims to provide better traction on rougher ground. 

They are tubeless-ready, and Pirelli says the tyres 
use a woven bead-to-bead polymer that improves their 
resistance to cuts and tears.

£47.90 each, extrauk.co.uk

£17, saddleback.co.uk
Wolftooth Rotor Truer

     Weight and space are at 
a premium in bikepacking, so 

multifunctional accessories are welcome inclusions.  
This tool from US component company Wolftooth can  
true rotors that may have taken a ding on the day’s trails,  
but even more importantly it can open those essential  
post-ride campfire beers. 

Despite only weighing 32g – about the same as  
a pair of sunglasses – it is made from high-grade  
7075-T6 aluminium. Cheers.
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Shimano  
GRX RX600

From £856, madison.co.uk

 U ntil recently, Shimano-equipped 
gravel bikes tended to be the groupset 
equivalent of a cut-and-shut: Shimano’s 

road levers and crankset combined with one  
of the brand’s MTB rear derailleurs. While  
that functioned well enough, it was hardly  
the clinical homogeneity usually associated 
with the Japanese company.

Shimano says GRX addresses this by 
blending features from both its road and  
MTB groupsets under one name, as well as 
building in some unique details that tailor  
the components specifically to gravel riding.

GRX is available at three levels – RX810, 
RX600, RX400 – which roughly equate to 
Ultegra, 105 and Tiagra. The top two tiers are 
available in both 1x11 and 2x11 configurations, 
and the top level has a Di2 option too. 

At the front of the drivetrain, chainrings and 
derailleur have been offset 3mm outboard to 
improve tyre clearance, while further back the 
rear derailleur is clutched to maximise chain 
retention over rough ground.

Compared to road designs, the levers have 
undergone quite an overhaul. The brake lever 
pivot is 18mm higher to increase leverage, 
the lever blade has changed shape and gains 
a non-slip coating, while the hood is heavily 
textured, all of which Shimano says is to 
improve grip. 

NEW GEAR 
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£64.99, silverfish-uk.com

Birzman 
Packman Travel Saddle Pack

Army green and fluoro orange just works, which is why Birzman has 
released a whole range of bikepacking luggage in just these colours.  
The frame bags and bar packs are thoughtfully made, but our favourite  
is this rooster-tail saddle pack, which offers six litres of space.

Drawstring elastic cords up top make it useful for stowing a jacket, 
and further clips and straps on the sides double as extra storage points 
while compressing the bag to minimise bulk and prevent contents from 
rattling. Made from water-repellent rip-stop fabric, the Travel Saddle 
Pack is reinforced around its mounting points to prevent abrasions.

£3,489, cairncycles.com

From the people who brought you Hunt Wheels comes 
Cairn Cycles, an all-new bike brand with a ‘get out and 
ride’ spirit born of the Sussex Downs. 

The E-Adventure 1.0 features a Fazua motor system, a 
system that has gained huge popularity in the e-bike sector 
for its neat down tube integration and high torque, offering  
a nominal rider assistance of 250W and a class-leading  
maximum power output of 400W. 

Thee levels of assistance (125W, 250W and 400W) are 
selectable via the bar-mounted remote or through an app. 
Depending on power output, average range is between 

NEW GEAR 

Cairn E-Adventure 1.0 
55km and 90km, although the battery system is modular  
so a spare pack can be carried on long-distance rides.

The motor system weighs a claimed 4.6kg, giving the 
Cairn a respectable overall weight of 14.5kg. Even more 
respectable is the price, especially given the spec list includes 
a rangy Sram Rival 1x drivetrain and Praxis Works chainset 
(10-42t cassette, 42t chainring), 40mm WTB Venture 
tubeless tyres and Hunt 4 Season Gravel Disc 700c wheels. 
The alloy frame accepts 650b wheels too, with a maximum 
tyre size of 2.25in, and boasts an array of mounting points  
for racks, luggage, extra bottle cages and mudguards. 
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DT Swiss 
GRC 1400 

£725 front, £1,000 rear, madison.co.uk

T hese new DT Swiss GRC 
1400 carbon gravel wheels 
are arguably the company’s 

most cutting edge to date – road 
or otherwise. They’ve even been 
in a wind-tunnel to make them as 
aerodynamic as possible when 
paired with 35mm tyres. 

The 42mm rim depth with 
a bulbous exterior shape is 
something we’re more used to 
seeing on road wheels, but critical 
to this rim’s design is the super-
wide 24mm internal rim width. 
This means a 35mm tyre will sit 
with its sidewalls wider and closer 
to parallel with the rim shape, 
unlike the classic ‘lightbulb’ shape 
created by a narrower rim. 

That has two benefits. Firstly 
it encourages the airflow to stay 
attached as it transitions between 
the tyre and rim, causing less  
drag, and secondly it also aims  
to improve ride quality by giving 
the tyre a more efficient shape. 

With the sidewalls held wider, 
the contact patch on the ground 
becomes broader for more grip 
and improved handling. There 
is also a lot more air in the tyre, 
allowing lower pressures for 
additional comfort with negligible 
effect on rolling resistance. 

They’re light too, with DT Swiss 
claiming the wheelset weighs 
1,562g at 650b size, and 1,634g 
at 700c (pictured). They come 
with tubeless tape installed, 
include Milkit tubeless valves, 
six-bolt rotor adapters plus a Sram 
XD driver body and all the axle 
conversions for current standards, 
so you’re good to go straight out  
of the box, no matter what.

NEW GEAR 
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W
e used to be happy with 
tarmac. Road cycling was all 
about the well-trodden roads 
– the likes of Alpe d’Huez  
and the Stelvio pass were 

seen as the height of accomplishment for any 
two-wheeled adventurer. 

Then we all wanted a little more, and an 
off-road world opened up to us, like some 
previously undiscovered alternate reality. 
Of course, the challenge with riding into the 

Rim depth 40mm, Rim 
width Tubeless-ready, 
17mm (internal)

Spokes Custom Sapim 
design, 18 (front), 24 
(rear), Price £1,799 
Contact chickencyclekit.
co.uk

Promotion: komoot

Komoot’s route-planning algorithms are uniquely tailored to different  
surfaces, which all adds up to the perfect gravel adventure

Off the beaten 
track with Komoot

unknown is knowing where to go when you get 
there, and route-planning app komoot offers a 
solution to that very dilemma.

Komoot was founded in Germany by six 
friends with a love for the outdoors, and the 
app is geared to both hikers and cyclists. To say 
it has hit a sweet spot is an understatement: 
komoot has already built a base of eight million 
users worldwide, among them the likes of 
ultra-endurance racers Josh Ibbett and Lael 
Wilcox as well as a host of other adventure-

minded cyclists and hikers. However, it’s more 
everyday riders in search of new and exciting 
rides that komoot has in its sights. 

‘Trying something new and experiencing 
new places and routes is exciting,’ says komoot 
co-founder Jonas Spengler. ‘In the past this came 
with a lot of pain, like stopping to find out you 
had taken a wrong turn, or coming across a path 
that wasn’t rideable. That just spoiled the fun.’

Komoot is the first online mapping tool to 
really build routes for cyclists from the ground 
up – detailing each section of terrain and  
incline, showcasing highlights along a route  
and estimating a likely ride time for each user. 

‘We crunch billions of data points from 
various sources to offer this level of insight,’ 
says Spengler. For gravel riding, it’s a unique 
way to get a little head start on adventures  
into untracked routes.

More importantly, komoot also recognises 
the clear difference between gravel riding  

Komoot lets you know what 
kind of road surfaces to 
expect so you can plan your 
riding adventure accordingly

P 



Promotion: komoot

Komoot’s technology certainly opens the 
door to new and more adventurous rides, but 
the real key to its success is the community 
aspect of the app. After all, there’s no better 
assurance that a route will be a success than  
a seasoned cyclist telling you first hand. 

Take it from someone who knows
Komoot has a selection of users with 
recommendations but also certain users that 
become ‘Pioneers’ for a region – knowing it 
inside out and offering the best routes to users 
of a similar cycling level. For gravel rides that’s 
an obvious advantage, where seasoned riders 
know the vital difference between a rocky 
bridleway and a busy footpath.

You don’t have to worry about any 
compatibility issues, either, as komoot can sync 
with Garmin or Wahoo’s smartphone apps to 
load a route onto one of their GPS devices. 

There’s only one way to see how effective 
komoot is at planning the perfect riding 
adventure for you, and that’s to try it out first 
hand. Sign up  for a komoot account by visiting 
cyclist.co.uk/komoot and you’ll receive a free 
region bundle to get started.

Routes are broken down by 
waytypes – including roads, 
paths, cycleways and 
singletrack – and surfaces 
from paved to unpaved, or 
anything in between

and either touring or mountain biking, and 
has developed specific algorithms for gravel 
routes that distinguish them from road and 
mountain bike routes.

The gravel algorithm
In practice, planning a route on komoot is simple 
and intuitive. Just click on the route planner tab 
at komoot.com, and select a geographic area. 
From there, you can decide on a round trip, or 
a point-to-point route. Then comes the clever 
stuff. With a route selected, komoot will use 
its algorithms to match a route to the type of 
riding you want to do – bike touring, mountain 
biking or road riding. Within that, there are sub-
categories, where you can switch between bike 
touring and gravel riding, say. 

The routes are broken down by ‘waytypes’ 
and surface. The waytypes separate busy roads 
from quiet roads, streets, paths, cycleways 
and singletrack. The surfaces are broken down 
between paved and unpaved and all iterations 
in between, and parts of a route that are totally 
unknown are identified specifically.

The distinctions between the different bike 
categories can be subtle. For instance, when 
you switch between bike touring and gravel 

riding, the waytypes might shift to favour more 
singletrack options and the surface to more 
unpaved. It might seem like a minor adjustment, 
but it can quickly turn a potentially easy and quiet 
ride into a more challenging and technical one. 

However, komoot doesn’t just assume 
that you’re happy with the automatically 
generated route by default – its route-planning 
technology goes far beyond that. It encourages 
users to employ a multitude of tools to further 
customise their route. 

‘You can switch between komoot’s maps, 
Open cycle maps and Google road and satellite 
maps,’ says komoot’s Rob Marshall. ‘What’s 
really handy is that if you hold down the ‘M’ key 
it removes the actual route line. So if you are 
trying to see what the path is actually going to 
look like, you get a much better view.’

On top of that, the route can detach from 
roads or tracks altogether and be mapped out 
in straight lines over terrain, allowing you to 
factor in best-guess off-piste sections, but with 
satellite images to assure you have just enough 
information to avoid a complete dead-end.

Komoot’s algorithms 
recognise the clear 
difference between 
gravel riding and 
either touring or 
mountain biking

P 
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ON 
NOTHER 
PL NET
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A remote island settled by Vikings and covered in volcanoes,  
Iceland could indeed be the true king of gravel destinations.  

Just make sure you’re well prepared
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here is an Iceland in Iceland. In fact, 
there are three of the frozen food 

supermarkets here. But that stands 
to change. From 2014 to 2018, Iceland 

the country and Iceland Foods Ltd were 
locked in a dispute over the trademark 

of their shared name. European 
courts have since ruled in favour of the 

country, with minister for foreign affairs 
Gudlaugur Thor Thordarson wryly noting 

that ‘it defies common sense that a foreign 
company can stake a claim to the name  

of a sovereign nation’. Especially when the 
supermarket was established in 1970, while the country 
has been an independent nation since 1918.

The Icelandic Sagas, a kind of 10th century Beowulf-
cum-Holy Bible collection of semi-mythical histories, 
tell of a Norseman named Naddoður reaching Iceland in 
850 after being blown off course on his way to the Faroe 
Islands. Upon seeing heavy snow, Naddoður named 
the country Snæland. Then, Swedish Viking Garðar 
Svavarsson landed in 870 and named the country after 
himself, Garðarshólmur, but left the following summer, 
leaving naming rights up for grabs to fellow Norseman 
Flóki Vilgerðarson, who arrived a year or so later.

Flóki had a terrible time of things, losing one of his 
daughters and his livestock en route, suffering a hellish 
winter and returning back to Norway in the spring with 
his tail between his legs. But not before he’d spied a vast 
fjord full of ice, giving rise to the name Ísland. And even 
before the Norsemen, recent discoveries have led some 
historians to believe Iceland was first inhabited by Papar 
– Irish monks – as early as the 8th century, who may well 
have referred to Iceland as Thule, an Ancient Greek word 
referring to places beyond the known world.P 

Right: Vast plains  
of volcanic ash and 

sand are a hallmark  
of riding in Iceland

Previous pages:  
Stóra Súla – or Big  

Cone – mountain on  
the trail between the 

Álftavatn and Hvanngil 
mountain huts
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Fun’s gone to Iceland
How to get the best out of Iceland’s wild geography

 
 

 
 

 

ICELAND Mount Einhyrningur

Start

Overnight stop

Hekla volcano

To download this map go to cyclist.co.uk/or2/iceland. While it’s possible to go gravel 
riding in Iceland unsupported, to have the best – and safest – time, an experienced tour 
operator is a must. A 4x4 support vehicle will double as wardrobe, shelter, workshop 
and mobile larder, however it’s the guide/driver that will prove indispensable. Iceland’s 
Highlands region is beautiful but remote, its tracks sprawling, and Google Maps is totally 
out of its depth here, if you can get a signal at all. That means going with an experienced 
guide, such as Icebike Adventure’s Magne Kvam, is not only highly recommended from 
a practicality point of view, but will also enhance your experience immeasurably. The 
Highlands are also a good distance from your most likely landing point of Reykjavik,  
so you will need a car transfer to get there.

That all makes a route very difficult to explain, so this map is more one of reference 
points that can be reached in a variety of ways. Should you wish to go it alone, an OS 
map and some careful planning will be required, but if you wish to travel supported, 
contact Icebike Adventures (icebikeadventures.com). Prices start from around £195  
for a supported day trip, including Lauf True Grit gravel bike hire.

 
 

 
 

 

ICELAND
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If that’s a historian’s many Christmases, it’s nothing 
compared to how a geologist would feel about this place. 
For while Iceland might have a land mass marginally 
bigger than Scotland, it boasts a landscape of a hundred 
countries, twisted and wrought over 150 million years by 
the tectonic plates below. It is unlikely there is a better 
gravel riding destination on Earth, which is precisely  
why we’ve brought our bikes here. 

What’s with the weather?
I normally don’t cruise the booze aisle at 10 in morning 
unless it’s a bank holiday weekend. However, before 
setting off on this trip I was forewarned of two things.  
One, it’s summer, but summer in the Icelandic Highlands 
can still mean four seasons in one day and bitterly cold 
nights. Second, alcohol is rather expensive, so if I do feel 
the need to get anything for this trip I’m best off buying 
it in the duty free next to Keflavik airport’s baggage 
carousels, where it is 40% cheaper. 

The rider’s ride
Lauf True Grit, approx £4,150 as tested, £2,400 frameset, laufcycling.com
I can remember when the Lauf Grit forks debuted and I must admit 
to being impressed – a 980g suspension fork with 60mm travel – 
but ultimately bemused. The original was for 29er mountain bikes, 
a world where most forks offer at least 100mm travel, and unlike 
the Lauf have tuneable spring rates and rebound damping. But 
now I know – the Grit is the perfect gravel fork, and pairs with  
the True Grit frame to create an adept platform for rough riding.

The True Grit is just what you’d want from a gravel bike: smooth, 
comfortable and stable. The slack 70.5° head angle, 1,040mm 
wheelbase and short 90mm stem make for a reassuring ride with 
handling that sharpens up as speed increases, while the short 
133mm head tube and 571mm top tube brought a relatively low, 
nicely familiar, road bike-type position. Weighing in at just under 
8kg this thing is a flighty enough ascender, and when the road 

Right: Volcanic rock is 
just one of the many 
surfaces to contend 

with, along with black 
sand (below), although 
on the trails at least the 

sand is mercifully 
hard-packed
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This advice came from Ásta Briem, whose biking 
company Icebike Adventures is hosting our two-day  
gravel ride into Iceland’s volcanic interior, and a quick  
bit of maths tells me that things must be pretty expensive 
in this country. The Reykjavik rum I pick up in readiness 
for a post-ride snifter is £11 for 350ml, and is by far and 
away the cheapest spirit I can find.

Ásta also gave me a comprehensive packing list, and 
I now have more wool in my camping rucksack than the 
Isle of Arran. Still, when I’m met outside the airport by 
Ásta’s partner in both life and business, Magne Kvam, I’m 
pleasantly surprised by the weather. A balmy 18°C with 
breathless blue skies, like a perfect spring day back home. 

On the drive to Reykjavik – a not inconsiderable 45 
minutes that makes a mockery of my Icelandic geography 
(in which I understood the airport to be just down the road 
from Iceland’s capital) – Magne explains that like the rest of 
Europe this summer, Iceland has experienced a heatwave 
that made June the hottest June on record. It’s out of step 

P 

P 

really punches hard a one-to-one lowest gear courtesy of Sram 
Rival 1’s 10-42t cassette and 42t chainring made the True Grit  
a true wall-climber.

The 40mm Maxxis Rambler tubeless knobblies did the trick 
over loose and loamy ground, but there’s room for 45mm rubber 
and if I had my time again I’d opt for something wider, run at lower 
pressure to increase grip and plushness further. One thing I’d never 
change, though, is the fork. In this 850g ‘super-light’ gravel guise 
travel is 30mm, and it’s undamped. Yet the bike doesn’t ‘bounce’ as 
a result of impacts, but rather because of the leaf spring design it 
oscillates (ie, responds) a lot faster than a telescopic fork, meaning 
it copes far better with the constant rumblings and odd big hits 
of gravel riding. No surprise that Lauf is an Icelandic company, 
because on Icelandic soil the True Grit was astonishingly good. 
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an apt description. Doors articulate beyond the allotted 
degrees, the driver’s side dash is more wiring loom than 
trim, buttons have been disinterred and reimagined as 
wholly new systems and, most notably, the whole thing 
has been jacked up and widened by some margin to allow 
for monster truck-level tyres. When my co-rider, Halla 
Jónsdóttir (pronounced hat-lah), draws up alongside  
in her Nissan Leaf, the Land Rover takes on the look  
of a lost war veteran.

This, however, is the thing. Whereas in the UK your 
average 4x4 is more likely to see the school run than a scree-
riddled 1-in-10 slope, everything in Iceland, including 
the vehicles, is born out of necessity and shaped by the 
landscape and climate. Those over-reaching doors, says 
Magne, are the product of high winds trying to blow them 
off hinges; that bank of jerry-rigged switches by the dash 

Above: Cyclist hitches  
a lift with Magne in his 
Icebike Land Rover. 
Riding Iceland alone  
is possible, but a 
support vehicle and 
knowledgeable guide  
are definitely preferable

Right: Praying for  
good weather has its 
drawbacks, as the sun 
dries the soil and when 
the wind whips up, the 
Highlands become  
a dust bowl

for a country whose average summer temperatures range 
from 10-15°C and where winter’s mercury drops to -30°C  
in the north. This is very much a country of extremes.

At summer solstice, on 21st June, the sky barely darkens 
even a shade; at winter solstice, on 21st December, the 
country gets around four hours’ daylight. So here in July, 
things should bode well for long days riding and relatively 
clement weather. Still, when we stop by Icebike’s HQ on 
the outskirts of Reykjavik to load up our support vehicle, 
it’s evident Magne is planning for every eventuality. 

Prior preparation prevention
‘My Land Rover is like a grandfather with leprosy,’ says 
Magne, with typical comedic delivery for an Icelander. 
Deadpan, pause, burst of laughter. Moments later: ‘You 
love it, it loves you, but there are bits falling off.’ It’s  

P 

P 
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Any vestiges of tarmac are immediately left 
behind, replaced by a criss-cross of car-
wide tracks disappearing into the plains
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remotely inflates and deflates tyres to increase grip; the 
spade on the roof is in case we need to dig ourselves out of 
volcanic sand; the snorkel coming off the bonnet is so the 
engine can suck air when the Land Rover is bonnet-high  
in a river. All these are very real possibilities, I’m told.

We hope our hundred or so kilometres on the bike  
will straddle a night spent camping under the stars, but  
the weather is shaping up to have other ideas. It’s still a  
fine enough day as we head northeast out of Reykjavik’s 
urban sprawl (the population of Iceland is 360,000, of 
which 216,000 live in the Greater Reykjavik area), but  
as we approach the beginnings of Iceland’s interior, near 
the Fjallabak Nature Reserve, it grows apparent that we  
will have to rethink our itinerary. To the south the skies  
are pleasant, but the rising peaks to the north are a haze  
of windswept sands. With typical calm, Magne spins the 
Land Rover around and declares we’ll do our proposed 
route in reverse. ‘Tomorrow is now today.’ 

Once we finally get under way, any vestiges of tarmac 
are immediately left behind, replaced by a criss-cross of 
car-wide tracks disappearing into the plains. The Land 
Rover has gone ahead, leaving me and Halla to spin out  
our legs to the tune of tyres crunching through gravel. 

What seethes beneath
The Highlands of Iceland denote the island’s wild insides: 
huge areas of varying degrees of vegetation and arid 

black sand, pocked with carbuncular rises of volcanic 
mountains. In all it’s reckoned that Iceland has some 
130 volcanoes, of which 30 are considered active and of 
which 18 have erupted since the first settlers arrived. The 
last eruption was in 2010, beneath the Eyjafjallajökull 
ice cap, and dumfounded nearly as many news reporters 
with its pronunciation as it cancelled flights with ash 
clouds billowing towards Europe. (If you want to have a go 
yourself, try saying ay-uh-fyat-luh-yoe-kuutl-uh.)

As we pedal off into the wilderness, Halla explains  
it’s these volcanoes that have not only shaped, but are the 
very essence of, Iceland. I do my best to dredge up some 
limited GSCE geography theory while dodging some pretty 
significant chunks of hardened volcanic spew. 

Apparently, it’s believed Iceland was formed some 
24 million years ago. The country is bisected southwest 
to northeast by the Mid-Atlantic ridge, the intersection 
between the Eurasian and North American tectonic plates. 
It also sits above a hot spot – essentially a ginormous 
gurgling mass of molten rock – and as the plates have 

Left: The trail all but 
disappears into loose 
black sand as we 
descend Hekluleið, or 
Hekla’s road, which 
winds around the  
Hekla volcano

Below: Icelandic sheep 
are prized for wool and 
meat, both products  
of their free-range 
lifestyle. Cyclist tucks 
into breakfast after a 
night at the Hungurfit 
mountain cabin
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We’re engulfed in 
swirling volcanic 
dust, and my face  
is a contortion of 
screwed eyes and 
closed-down nostrils

Packing for Iceland is a bit like packing for the Alps, the Hebrides and the Moon 
all at once. Even in summer the weather is temperamental, so be as versatile 
as possible by packing weather-resistant arm and kneewarmers, insulated 
and lightweight gloves, a waterproof, lightweight jacket and windproof gilet 
alongside usual summer bibs and jersey. Glasses are also imperative as dust 
storms can whip up seemingly from nowhere, and quality base layers and 
socks – specifically wool socks for warmth when wet – and walk-able SPD-
type shoes are essential because you’ll have to push your bike at times.

You can fill up a bidon in any stream quite safely, but carrying two large 
ones is a good idea, as too a top-tube bag for extra food and a saddle pack for 
spares. As tubeless is the order of the day, a small bottle of latex milk, tyre 
plugs (check out dynaplug.com) and valve core remover is a good idea, but 
so are spare tubes in the event of an unpluggable puncture. That said, a tour 
operator such as Icebike will have you covered in these departments.

The evenings in the highlands and in towns can get chilly even in summer, 
so a packable down-type jacket is advised, as is a lightweight waterproof shell 
and a woolly hat. And if you plan on doing any significant exploration on foot, 
hiking shoes or boots are highly recommended.

What kit to pack
The old ‘no such thing as bad weather’ checklist
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drifted apart, fissures in the Earth’s crust have opened 
up and magma has flowed forth, eventually cooling to  
form mountains of igneous rock. 

The tectonic plates continue to drift apart some 3mm  
a year, which means this landscape continues to heave  
and groan as millennia pass, with vast bodies of water 
coming in and out of existence as eruptions melt ice caps 
and cause flooding, before saturating entire rivers with  
ash to form dry valleys. I suspect that my understanding  
of these processes is somewhat flawed, but at any rate,  
as the landscape kaleidoscopically shifts in colour and 
visage, it’s easy to appreciate at least the consequences. 

As abruptly as an eruption can immediately change 
Iceland, Iceland changes with immediacy before my very 
eyes. What was once a flat but verdant landscape has 
disappeared with a magician’s puff into deep charcoal  
flats covered in toxically green moss and clumps of tiny 
white flowers holding on for dear life. 

Wind and the billows
If there is a defining factor weather-wise it isn’t rain  
or sun, but wind. It’s present this morning, causing dust 
storms on the horizon, blowing sand onto our helmets 
and sunglasses with a sound I first mistake for rain. As 
certain as death and taxes is the fact that a pair of cyclists 
will always share the workload into a block headwind, and 
Halla and I each take our turn, like un-timetabled guards, 
offering some respite to each other from the oncoming 
gusts. The Land Rover has pulled up ahead so we can 
shelter behind it, and for a minute or so we’re engulfed  

in swirling volcanic dust, my face a contortion of screwed 
eyes and closed-down nostrils. Then, as quickly as it 
whipped up, it’s gone. 

Magne winds down his window and sticks his out  
head, calmly explaining that was quite normal and to 
expect more. Mercifully we’ll now be getting mostly a 
tailwind to our designated camp but unfortunately, given 
the weather, said camp won’t be a back-to-nature affair. 
Mountains once surrounding us have been enveloped 
in mist; the wind, though now at our backs, is fierce. 
Camping is out, a 40kmh ride to a mountain cabin is in. 

Horses and courses
By the time I’m changed, the coals of the barbecue are 
beginning to whiten and Magne has retrieved the best  
part of a whole lamb from a cooler, sliced into chops and 
pre-marinated. While Iceland does love its fish, lamb is  
an incredibly popular choice, too. The mountain cabin is  
a pretty plush affair, with a barbeque out back, a kitchen 
and several large bunk rooms-cum-living spaces alive with 
the sound of chatter. A travelling group of mountain bikers 
and a bunch of lcelanders out on a horse trek have also 
booked in to stay – which in such cabins you need to do 
ahead of time in the summer, although I couldn’t imagine 
being turned away, such is the hospitality of the people 
here and the cabin’s warden.

The horse-team’s leader joins us on the deck and, from 
a large bottle, hands out Brennivín, a kind of Icelandic 
akvavit with an alcohol content high enough to afford it 
the nickname ‘Black Death’. On this occasion it merely 

Right: Icelandic bike 
brand Lauf shares the 

country’s live-hard, 
play-hard mentality… 
hence the True Grit’s 

front mech set-up 

Left: Shouldering  
bikes is an accepted  
fact of gravel riding, 
especially over the 

Highlands’ rivers

Below: Despite the 
bridge, the Innri-

Emstruá river has 
claimed various hapless 

tourist vehicles intent 
on making a Hollywood 

river crossing
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We’ve only ridden 67km on the opening 
day, but it has taken five hours and my body 
feels like it has closed out a double century
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serves to nicely warm the cockles before we can get stuck 
in to Magne’s cooking and the accompaniments Halla has 
seemingly pulled out of nowhere. My Reykjavik rum is 
tasted by all and a second round politely declined. Tough 
crowd, though to be fair it is insanely sweet.

After discussing the day that’s drawing to a close and 
what’s in store for tomorrow we bed down, and barring 
one almighty crash in the night as an ackvavit-laden horse 
rider falls down the stairs (he is happily snoring when we 
wake), sleep comes easily. We’ve only ridden 67km on the 

opening day, but it has taken five hours and my body  
feels like it has closed out a double century.

Game theory
The morning is glorious, with the green, sweeping 
mountains in full splendour and the promise of another 
tailwind as we head south. Yesterday’s unifying landmark 
was the Hekla volcano: last eruption in 2000, but with a 
propensity to blow every decade, it’s long overdue. Today, 
though, it’s the turn of the glaciers to dominate: to the east 
Vatnajökull, the largest glacier in Europe, and Mýrdalsjökull 
to the south. Where Hekla laid like a gigantic beached orca, 
a high expanse of black ash cradling splodges of bright 
snow, the glaciers sit like seas floating in the sky, levitating 
in and out of view as we climb a series of vicious sandy 
rises that have us out of our saddles.

Like levels in a computer game that each have their own 
theme, the Highlands landscape morphs drastically from 

Eating out in Iceland is expensive – a main costs around £20 in Reykjavik – so investigating 
local supermarkets is a good idea. That said, there is some really good food to be found. 

Reykjavik Roasters does the best coffee in town, Sandholt and Brauð & Co the best 
pastries and sandwiches – look out for the Icelandic take on the doughnut, called a kleina  
– and the Ostabúðin restaurant does a superb ‘fish of the day’ at lunchtimes. All these are 
at reasonable prices, and all are easily walkable within the downtown Reykjavik area.

Along with Arctic char, salted cod and minke whale (fished only at certain points in the 
season when the population needs culling), Icelandic lamb is a staple and so too skyr, a 
thick-set, tangy-sweet yoghurt. Diner Le Kock also serves up some much-lauded burgers 
until late, and hotdogs at Bæjarins Beztu Pylsur food truck are a Reykjavik institution.

Tap water is incredibly pure but the hard stuff is pricy, so either stock up at airport duty 
free or visit the bars in their afternoon and evening happy hours, which are signed outside 
and which see the average price for a beer or glass of wine drop from £8 to around £5. 

Finally, for the true Iceland gravel rider in need of lightweight calories, harðfiskur, or 
dried fish, is the go-to snack, packing a whopping 82g of protein per 100g – although its 
aroma means your ride companions will know about it.

Food and drink
A few maybes and a lot of musts

Left: Descending  
from south Fjallabak  
to Fljótshlíð with the 
Mýrdalsjökull glacier  
on the horizon 

Above: There aren’t 
many in the Highlands, 
so when you find a cafe, 
such as the Álftavatn 
mountain hut by 
Álftavatn Lake, it  
pays to stop

P 
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The glaciers sit like seas floating 
in the sky, levitating in and out of 
view as we climb vicious rises 
that have us out of our saddles
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kilometre to kilometre. One minute we could be rolling 
through the Lake District, the next climbing on the Isle 
of Skye, then splashing through a Norwegian fjord then 
pounding along farm roads in Greece. Then all of a sudden 
we’ll crest a peak, the track will plateau and it’s back to the 
toxic green lichen, the bouldered grey lunarscape, through 
fields of solidified lava floes and into a world of sand so 
featurelessly black the track all but disappears. Then red 
soil. Brown soil. Black soil. Shingle, scree, rocks, sand.

It’s mind-bending. Not just awesome or beautiful, but 
mind-altering in a way I didn’t think possible given we’ve 
barely roamed around 100 square kilometres. It feels like 
we’ve traversed a dozen countries. Before I came here I’d 
been browsing pictures of this place on the internet and I 
thought Instagram filters had digitally augmented them to 
within an inch of their lives. Nothing could be further from 
the truth. It’s all real.

Mythical status
Our final 15km are like the game’s final boss, everything 
we’ve seen so far and more besides thrown into a melting 
pot that begins with several kilometres of singletrack, 
where deep patches of volcanic sand pull at our wheels and 
have our bikes fishtailing at speed. There’s no other course  
of action than to try to relax my grip on the bars and let  

the bike go where it wants. Barring one or two tumbles 
into the adjacent lava fields, this strategy works. Halla 
seems totally unfazed. The singletrack continues for a way, 
transposing into ruddy earthen trails cut deep into grassy 
hills. It forges through rivers, several so deep that we hitch 
a lift on the running boards of the Land Rover, then pitches 
into ridiculously steep inclines whose gradients would be 
testing even if smooth, but littered with 10-inch rocks are 
near-impossible to navigate on a bike.

Almost at the point where my legs and concentration 
levels are shot, Mount Einhyrningur hoves into view. It’s 
another peculiarity to Iceland, created by an eruption 
under ice-capped sandstone, whereupon the ice caused 
the lava to harden and the lava the ice to melt, with the 
result a stony protrusion through which winds have 
whipped to erode a gap that looks like an animal’s horn. 
Hence the name. Einhyrningur means ‘unicorn’, and 
despite it being what was originally supposed to be the 
start of our Icelandic adventure, I can’t think of a more 
fitting place to end what has been a magical ride.
James Spender is Cyclist features editor and he only uses 
the Instagram filter that puts bunny ears on his words

P 

The singletrack 
forges through rivers, 
several so deep that 
we hitch a lift on the 
running boards of 
the Land Rover
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Mount Einhyrningur  
– the Unicorn – marks 
the end of the ride
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TRAVEL AND ACCOMMODATION
Hand luggage-only returns with 
WizzAir or Easyjet in November 
can be had for as little as £50, but 
prices increase in summer. We flew 
with Iceland Air in late July for £290 
including luggage, but booking in 
June or September can see prices  
of around £170, including a bike. 

Taxis are expensive – a private 
airport pick-up costs more than £100. 
That’s fine if you’re travelling in a 
group, but for the cheapest transfers 
check out Airport Direct and Fly Bus, 
with prices around £20 to town or 
£40 for a direct-to-hotel service.

We stayed at the Old Bicycle Shop 
(theoldbicycleshop.is), a guesthouse 
with private rooms and shared living 
spaces in the heart of Reykjavik. 
A single room starts from around 
£90pn. In the Highlands we stayed 

overnight at the Hungurfit Mountain 
Hut, details of which can be found 
at facebook.com/hungurfit, or by 
emailing fitjamenn@outlook.com.

THANKS
Huge thanks to Magne and Ásta 
Kvam of Icebike Adventures, without 
whose help we would have been 
both figuratively and literally lost 
– particularly when it came to the 
changeable weather. As it was, 
Magne re-planned routes on a near 
hourly basis to make sure the riding 
was fair but without compromising  
on the landscapes. 

Thanks also to Halla Jónsdóttir 
from Lauf Cycling (laufcycling.com) 
for joining us on the ride and providing 
detailed geological commentary, 
irrepressible spirit and a lesson in 
how to ride on volcanic ash.

How we did it
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DIRTY 
WEEKENDER
Words SAM CHALLIS  Photography CAMILLE MCMILLAN

Cyclist Off-Road heads for a two-day 
exploration of the bridleways and trails that 
criss-cross rural Sussex, proving that a true 
bikepacking adventure doesn’t have to 
mean going to the ends of the Earth
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to do some proper adventuring – the county has a rich  
and colourful history with its own distinct local culture 
and produce, not to mention unusually diverse geography. 
You can even use it as a departure point and strike out into 
Europe via the port at Newhaven. It’s this mix of elements 
that makes Sussex so ideal for exploration by gravel bike.

My companions for the weekend are local riders Claire, 
Nick and Cal, and after meeting at the station we spin lazily 
the few kilometres to our campsite. The easiest way to get 
there is by road, but either way we are still treated to a few 
tantalising glimpses of paths into trees as we pass through 
sections of dense woodland. 

As a devout road rider up until now I’d never normally 
have given the openings a second thought, let alone a 
wistful stare, but the rhythmic buzzing of wide, knobbly 
tyres on tarmac keeps reminding me that the bike I’m 
riding now is capable of a lot more than the machines  
I usually ride. Nick chuckles knowingly when I mention 
this to him. He runs cycling adventure travel company 
RPM90, and so has seen the temptations of gravel work 
their way under the skin of roadies many times before.

‘I’ve no doubt you’ll scratch that itch tomorrow. We’re  
in for a big couple of days,’ he promises as we pitch our  
tents. ‘It’s worth remembering that you can’t judge distance 
from a road cycling perspective. So 100km is a huge effort 
on gravel – probably the equivalent of 160km of road riding 
– and we’re doing two 100km days back to back.’ Cal and 

I suddenly see the merits  
of getting an early night, 
because it sounds like I’ll 
need all the rest I can get

tepping off an air-conditioned carriage onto the 
platform at Haywards Heath train station, the 

high summer heat feels stifling. 
It’s Friday evening and commuters are 

bustling this way and that as their working 
week draws to a close. If any of them looked 

up from their phones long enough to notice 
my bike, with its burly tyres and bikepacking bags, 

they’d probably assume I was off to some far- 
flung location hours away from civilisation.

Yet nothing could be further from the 
truth. The 18:05 train from London Bridge 
took just 47 minutes to get me here, and  

even the furthest limits of my expedition  
over the next two days won’t take me beyond 

the boundaries of a single county: Sussex.
On the face of it, my fully laden bike is overkill, 

but Sussex is England in microcosm. There is the scope  
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Distance: Day one 118km, day two 86km
Total ascent: Day one 1,160m, day two 890m

Albourne

Steyning

Start/finish: 
Bla  ckberry 

Wood

Weekend 
whereabouts
Follow our two-day adventure

To download this route go to cyclist.co.uk/or2/sussex. 
From Blackberry Wood Campsite, travel west until just 
after Albourne, where you’ll get onto lanes and then 
bridleways as you begin to track north. Cross Cowfold 
Road to the right of Cowfold, and continue north until 
you reach Colgate. From there take a left onto Forest 
Road then another left to turn south. The serpentine 
route circumnavigates the east side of Mannings 
Heath, then Maplehurst, cutting through woodland 
to reach Shipley. Keep tracking south until you reach 
Steyning, then loop underneath the town and ride 
parallel to Edburton Road in the fields to the south, 
before turning north and retracing your steps from 
Hurstpierpoint to Blackberry Wood. 

On day two, head east up onto Blackcap. Descend 
off the hill into Lewes, then climb Mount Caburn. Drop 
down into Glynde and then Firle before joining the 
South Downs Way at Firle Beacon. At Berwick head 
off-road north to Whitesmith, where you can then 
wiggle west though Isfield, Barcombe Cross and South 
Chailey. Make use of the small local roads to head 
southwest to pick up Plumpton Lane, then retrace  
your route back to Blackberry Wood.
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Claire may be all smiles at this, but it prompts a gulp 
of cartoon-like proportions from me. I suddenly see the 
merits of getting an early night, because it sounds like I’ll 
need all the rest I can get if I’m to survive the weekend. 

Into the unknown
Sleeping in a tent during the summer means an early 
rise is unavoidable, so we’re up and on our bikes before 
the proverbial cockerel has finished his crow. It is to be a 
gentle introduction to the day, involving a roll down into 
Ditchling to stop at Velusso, a bike-friendly cafe that acts as 
a hub for cycling in the local area. We’re served a supreme 
spread of delicious and nutritious breakfast food washed 
down with a few cups of strong coffee. I can’t imagine 
a better way to kick off the day, and already I’m seeing 
benefits to gravel riding I hadn’t previously considered. 
Those massive tyres are incredibly comfortable to ride  
on; my several-days-unshaven legs haven’t once been 
scoffed at; and the absence of Lycra jerseys means the  
bulge of my breakfast-stuffed stomach goes unnoticed.

Broadly speaking, our route today will cover the western 
side of Sussex, with tomorrow exploring the east. We’ll be 
returning to the same campsite tonight, meaning we can 

Left: The long and 
winding road to the  

Col de Tende will 
deposit us at the start  

of the Via del Sale 

Left: The long and 
winding road to the  

Col de Tende will 
deposit us at the start  

of the Via del Sale
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leave a good chunk of our gear back at base and only pack 
the day’s essentials. Tomorrow will be all about the South 
Downs but today is about weaving in and out of the Weald, 
the densely wooded area between the chalk escarpments 
of the North and South Downs.

A short stretch of road riding is necessary to start us off 
and I’m pleasantly surprised at how quickly our sluggish-
looking get-ups allow us to clip along on the tarmac. But 
it isn’t long before the roads get smaller, their surfaces 
rougher, and it’s here that our bikes truly come alive.

The Weald is criss-crossed with bridleways, byways  
and singletrack, and whizzing along at 30kmh over rutted, 
winding mud paths half the width of a bike lane while 
being whipped by branches and brambles is a bit of a shock 
to the system. We dart between sections of gravel linked 
by short stretches of tarmac, repeatedly crashing through 
undergrowth only to be spat out onto Sussex’s B-roads 
like whack-a-moles. Cal draws parallels to the cobbles of 
northern France and Belgium and I’m inclined to agree. 
Each off-road segment involves a few minutes of chaos, 
concentration and effort, then a switch is flicked and 
suddenly you’re back on the tarmac and everything  
is all calm and controlled again.

Whizzing along at 30kmh over rutted, 
winding mud paths half the width of a bike 
lane while being whipped by branches and 
brambles is a bit of a shock to the system

Right: Cafes are few 
and far between, but 

mid-ride stops for  
a drink and a chat  

are far more common 
on gravel than they  

are on a road ride

Below: Wooded trails 
introduce a technical 

element to going fast. 
Focusing on obstacles 

takes your mind off the 
physical effort, but you 

work just as hard as you 
would on tarmac

P 

P 
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As we meander our way across rolling fields, past  
farms and through quaint villages, I begin to understand 
that gravel riding is more about improvisation than rigid 
planning. Little bolt-on sections can be ad-libbed mid-
route secure in the knowledge that gravel bikes are 
versatile enough to handle it. 

It helps that Cal works for Mason, a Sussex-based bike 
brand, and knows these seemingly random and often 
invisible trails like the back of his hand. ‘Our route is 
serpentine, mirroring the fact that for many years the 
Weald was impenetrable to humans and the routes  
taken were shaped by the will of the woods,’ he says.

Buckhatch Lane is documented as having had repair 
work in 1649, so is at least 370 years old, while Sponketts 
Lane was used as the main way to Shoreham in the 13th 
century and was frequently targeted by highwaymen  
who buried their victims in the surrounding woods.

Fortunately, all I have to worry about is negotiating some 
tricky cross-country mountain bike singletrack. The others 
don’t hesitate and flow serenely away as I hack my way up 
and over, round and down the sinuous trail.

Learning curves
A bit of elevation gain has gone unnoticed – trying to avoid 
bailing spectacularly into hedges while chasing my more 
adept riding companions will do that – and over the next 
few kilometres we spend those banked metres by flying 
down some wide, chalky tracks. I’d liken gravel descending 

to skiing off-piste – the thrill comes as much from the 
technical challenge as it does from the speed. 

Just outside of Shipley we turn onto Boar Lane and Cal 
pipes up with another nugget of local history. ‘Supposedly 
there is a “zero station” buried somewhere along this lane 
that was used to intercept radio communications during 
World War One. Between here and St Leonard’s Forest 
there have been loads of finds from the war. A lot has 
happened here that hasn’t found its way into the history 
books – the locals claim that’s down to the impenetrability 
of the Weald. It hides all sorts in its trees.’

I initially dismiss Cal’s ominous tone, at least until 
we reach the two-metre fences of the 3,500-acre Knepp 
Estate, which look like something out of Jurassic Park. 
Fortunately those fences surrounding this rewilding 
project are to protect the carefully cultivated wildlife 
inside, rather than to stop it from getting out.

Above: Our guide Nick 
knows this route like 
the back of his hands 
– which is just as well 
because some of the 
trails are tough to spot

P 

P 
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While the peaks aren’t 
especially high, never 
reaching more than around 
250m, the routes up them 
are all short and sharp
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The rider’s ride
Rose Backroad Force eTap AXS, 
£3,084.83, rosebikes.co.uk
Gravel bikes have to cope with far more diverse terrain 
than road bikes, so component choice is often key to 
the success of the bike’s performance. To spec Sram’s 
Force eTap AXS on a £3,000 bike is impressive, and it 
made all the difference too – the tactile lever paddles 
and Orbit fluid clutch meant gear changes were always 
slick, even on rough ground and under load. Hunt’s 
650b Adventure Carbon wheels were a change to the 
original spec but were needed to make the most of 
the Backroad’s wide tyre clearances. The 47mm WTB 
Sendero tyres mounted on Hunt’s wide, light rims were 
comfortable, grippy and forgiving of all manner of user 
errors that would otherwise have seen me end up on 
my backside. Centrally, though, these components 
were supported by an accomplished frame design.

The Backroad was robust enough to take a beating 
along the Weald’s rutted singletracks yet the total build 
weight of 8.3kg was light enough to allow me to climb 
the steep chalk tracks up the South Downs efficiently. 
The frame’s geometry put me in a shorter, higher 
position than I’m used to on a road bike but this made 
it easier to maintain comfort over two long days and 
aided my control over the technical terrain.
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Progress is hindered by chunky flint, greasy 
chalk and steep ramps that have us hike-a-
biking to rejoin the iconic South Downs Way

bone dry by the time we hit the first white track up onto 
the Downs at Blackcap, with just the odd patch of damp 
keeping us on our toes as our rear tyres occassionally spin 
and lose traction. While the peaks in the Downs aren’t 
especially high, never reaching more than around 250m, 
the routes up them are all short and sharp. As the gradient 
ramps up into double figures I’m thankful for my bike’s 
one-to-one gear ratio – it allows a quick cadence so I can 
maintain some semblance of forward motion when the 
ruts and gullies need to be powered over, around or 
through. A few minutes of hard effort sees us crest the hill 
and roll onto its grassy top.

Being one of the first high points inland from the south 
coast it’s windy and exposed up here, but the views are 
expansive. To the north and west the rolling pastures and 
trees of the Weald stretch into the distance, the smoggy 
grey of London’s concrete and metal hidden beyond the 
horizon. We really could be miles from anywhere, and  
it’s hard to believe I’m less than an hour from the city.

A steep descent through a hillside copse spits us onto 
the outskirts of Lewes, and riding into the town via its 
impressive castle gates we ogle at the remains of the castle, 
which was built to guard the gap in the South Downs cut 
by the river Ouse. We stop for a coffee. 

‘This was the site of the battle of Lewes in 1264 between 
Henry III and Simon de Montfort, who was victorious,’ 
says Nick. ‘And at the time of the Marian Persecutions in 
1555-1557, 17 Protestant martyrs were burned at the stake 
in front of the Star Inn, about 50 metres from here.’

Lewes is also famous for its Guy Fawkes celebrations, 
during which flaming tar barrels are rolled and carried 
through the town, and for its use of the Lewes pound,  
a local currency equivalent to sterling that can be used  

It’s welcome news as by now I’m really starting to feel 
today’s effort – there are no free kilometres on gravel, and  
a sprint away from irate wildlife might not end well. 
Instead, we proceed carefully through our chunk of the 
estate, keen not to disturb the boars and deer that live here.

‘As gravel riders we must be stewards of the Earth that 
we ride on,’ says Cal. ‘This is a well known and respected 
notion in the adventure sports community, but for riders 
new to the scene it’s not the first thing they think about.’ 

‘Gravel riding fosters a more inclusive culture, providing 
ample opportunity to connect with not just local riders, 
but local producers for food and drink too,’ Nick adds. ‘For 
example, tonight’s dinner is sourced entirely from Sussex 
– there’s beef and veg from farms just down the road, bread 
from a bakery in Glynde, a village on tomorrow’s route, and 
earlier we rode past the brewery that is supplying our beer.’

Back at camp there’s a lot to reflect on, but I start seeing 
the bigger picture as we tuck into dinner, the high-quality 
local food easing muscles deeply fatigued from the day’s 
efforts as we sit around the campfire sharing stories. Gravel 
riding really is so much more than just riding a bike.

Up onto the Downs
Unsurprisingly I’ve barely found my way into my sleeping 
bag before I’m out like a light, only to be woken by the 
sound of rain drumming on my tent the next morning.  
It rouses everyone and concerns Nick, who’s routemaster 
today and planning to take us on the chalky rises and drops 
of the South Downs. ‘Dry chalk is grippy but wet chalk is a 
very different matter. We might end up walking bits today,’ 
he says, looking disappointedly up at the dank sky.

Thankfully, however, the rain abates and soon we’re 
being warmed by the summer sun. Our route is practically 

Above: The social 
element post-ride is a 
massive part of gravel 
riding. Fresh, local food 
will revive mind and 
body after a hard  
day in the saddle

Left: The second  
day takes up onto  
the South Downs. The 
steep chalky trails are 
dry, despite an earlier 
shower that could have 
left them impossible  
to ride in the wet P 
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in 130 local shops. Brilliantly, it comes in £1, £5, £10 and 
£21 note denominations, and some shops charge less if 
Lewes pounds are used to purchase goods. 

The Downs dominate the landscape here so it isn’t long 
before we’re toiling up our next meaty ascent, this time up 
onto Mount Caburn, the site of an Iron Age fort that gave 
its inhabitants a defensible position over the valley north 
along the Ouse. Livestock have kept the grassy route neatly 
trimmed so for once the speed of our ascent is governed by 
power rather than technical skill, and these more familiar 
road-like demands mean I reach the top comfortably. 

Mount Caburn kicks off a rollercoaster of technical ups 
and downs. We blast through Glynde, then across to Firle, 
a historic village that sits at the base of a prolonged climb 
up to Firle Beacon, but then our progress is hindered by 
the combination of chunky flint, greasy chalk and steep 
ramps that have us hike-a-biking to rejoin the iconic 
South Downs Way, a prodigiously challenging 160km off-
road point-to-point route that winds from Winchester to 
Eastbourne. The tumultuous first half of today’s route on P 

P 
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] 

top of yesterday’s effort is taking it out of all of us, so I’m 
glad we’re only riding a fraction of it before turning back 
into more Weald-esque environs.

Just a couple of quick pit stops are all that’s needed 
to get us back to our campsite by early afternoon. I’m a 
curious mix of worn out and invigorated at just how much 
we’ve achieved in a single weekend. All that remains is to 
break down camp, re-stuff it into my bikepacking bags and 
pedal the short distance back to Haywards Heath station to 
catch the train home. My weekend adventure is over before 
I know it, but as I sit staring out of the train window as the 
landscape changes back from rural to cityscape, I know I’ve 
got a lot of great stories to tell in the office tomorrow.
Staff writer Sam Challis was late into the office after 
trying to buy a coffee with a £21 note

P 
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TRAVEL
It’s simple to reach rural Sussex from 
central London. Cyclist Off-Road 
took a train from London Bridge to 
Hayward’s Heath station – it took less 
than an hour and return tickets can 
cost from as little as £15 if you book 
in advance. From there it is a simple 
10km ride south to the Blackberry 
Wood campsite.

ACCOMMODATION
Talking of which, Blackberry Wood 
is a secluded campsite at the foot 
of the South Downs. Each pitch is 
surrounded by trees and includes 
a fire pit so groups have their own 
space to make camp. There are 
basic amenities such as showers 
and toilets, but if regular camping 
isn’t your style the campsite also has 
luxury cabins and treehouses. There 
is even a converted double decker 
bus, helicopter and gypsy caravan if 
you want somewhere truly eccentric 
to bed down. Regular pitches in peak 
season (May to September) cost 
around £17 per night for one adult  
and one tent.

THANKS
A lot of individuals deserve credit 
for making this trip as successful as 

it was. Thanks to local rider Claire 
Frecknall for being good company all 
weekend, and thanks to Cairn Cycles 
for supplying the e-gravel bike for  
our photographer. 

Velusso Cafe laid on a fantastic 
spread to set us up on our first day, 
and huge praise must go to a whole 
group of local producers for providing 
the fare that comprised our amazing 
campfire dinner: Andrew Knowles at 
Trenchmore Farm for the Wagu beef 
and Silly Moo cider, Paul Swaffield of 
Bestens Brewery for the pale ales, 
Barcombe Nurseries for the organic 
veg and Flint Owl Bakery for the bread. 

Cal Nicklin of Mason Cycles 
deserves credit for his logistical 
efforts, input into the routes, cooking 
prowess after a long ride and useful 
nuggets of local knowledge as we 
rode. For more information on Mason, 
visit masoncycles.cc. 

Finally, thanks to Nick Miles for 
doing the bulk of the organisation 
as well as acting as a ride guide, 
chef and historian on the trip. 
Cyclist Off-Road has never seen 
someone handle so many logistics 
so calmly. Nick runs RPM90 Cycling 
Adventures, a bespoke cycling 
adventure travel company. For  
more info visit rpm90.com.

How we did it
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LITTLE RIDE 
ON THE  
PR  IRIE

Words JAMES STOUT  Photography MIKE SWIM

In the dusty heartland  
of the United States, 

Cyclist Off-Road takes on 
the legendary Dirty Kanza, 

a 200-mile race across 
the flint-covered dirt  

roads of Kansas 
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lexa, what is the weather in Emporia, Kansas?’ 
I have developed such a frustrating habit 

of shouting this nervously from my office in 
the last few months that my wife is becoming 
increasingly irritated with me. She has made  
the valid argument that, if I can’t be bothered 
to search the weather for myself, why on Earth 
would I think I have enough motivation to  
ride 200 miles on gravel. 

It’s a fair point, but Dirty Kanza does that 
to you. It gets in your head. It’s a bike ride so 

long that you need a spare battery for your bike computer, 
because when they make bike computers they don’t 
account for masochistic idiots.

Bike racing has taken me to a lot of places – all round 
Europe as well as far-flung locations like Vietnam and 
Trinidad – but I never expected bike racing to take me to 
a muddy stream almost exactly in the middle of America. 
In the days before the race I’m blissfully unaware that I 
will soon find myself lying down in a creek, trying to keep 
myself from vomiting in the baking heat of the Kansas sun, 
100 miles from any chance of a shower and sympathy. 

Right now, still safe at home, I remain confident that I 
have the measure of the Dirty Kanza and that I will be able 

to post a respectable time. Then Alexa informs me that 
there is a serious risk of tornadoes.

Land that time forgot
Emporia, Kansas, is the sort of mid-western American 
town you probably thought no longer existed. As well as 
being the start and finish for the world’s most prominent 
gravel race, it’s also home to one of the most prestigious 
Frisbee golf tournaments in the world, and there’s a VHS 
rental place doing a healthy business. 

When Dirty Kanza rolls into town, this year for the  
13th time since its inception, there aren’t enough hotels 
to accommodate all the entrants, and the local cowboys, 
complete with un-ironic cattle-skull bolo ties, have to P 

Left: Riders leave 
Emporia as the sun 

rises, with many not 
sure if they’ll be back 

before it sets
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I’m blissfully unaware 
that I will soon find 

myself lying down in a 
creek, trying to keep 
myself from vomiting

The details
What Dirty Kanza
Where Emporia, Kansas
Next one 30th May 2020 (entry  
by lottery)
Distances 25, 50 and 100 miles, but… 
200 miles is the true DK distance,  
and there’s now also the 350-mile  
DKXL option too (however, entry is  
only available for previous finishers  
of the 200-mile race)
Cost $35, $50, $110 and $220 
respectively
Info dirtykanza.com
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make room at their bars for hordes of malnourished 
strangers with peculiar tan lines. 

Dirty Kanza sure ain’t like any other bike race.  
Everyone expects to bonk at least once, almost every 
rider will get several flat tyres and the person who crosses 
the line in last place is likely to be the one who gets the 
biggest cheer. At other events I’ve witnessed a certain 
condescension towards people who race to complete  
rather than to compete, but that kind of snobbery is  
not on the agenda here. You can’t tell a hero from a hobo  
– well, certainly not once they’re both covered in dust. 

The start is a spectacle in itself. Nearly 2,000 riders 
gather outside an impossibly retro cinema and roll out as 
dawn is breaking (thankfully the risk of a passing tornado 
has faded). On the start line this year, pro riders from 
Trek-Segafredo and Education First mingle modestly with 
amateurs. Any remaining pretence of superiority soon 
drops away and competitors quickly become comrades  
as all embark together on this journey across the vast 
expanse of the Kansas Flint Hills. 

Welcome comrades
Once the initial melee settles I find myself in a group that’s 
whipping along at a decent pace in the opening miles (this 
is America, where metric hasn’t arrived yet, so distances 
are still in miles). Crossing the prairie we kick up a cloud  
of dust that I’m certain makes us visible from afar. 

Visibility for the riders, though, is another matter. At 
times it feels like we’re riding blind. My eyes sting with  
the dust and ache from the constant squinting to make out 
a safe line. Eventually the lack of clear vision has the effect  
of subduing the pace a little and I’m able to catch my breath 
and even manage to chat to some of the other riders. Most 
are clad in the Lycra trappings of the road racer, but many 
look like they have long since given up shaving their legs. 

I’m making good time, until I feel the telltale spray of 
tyre sealant against my shins, as my front tyre lets out the 
carefully curated 32psi I’d put in it before the start. A plug 
and a quick inflation with a CO2 canister gets me rolling 
again, but the group is long gone. I can see the dust ball a 
good distance further across the prairie. I begin the chase 
before realising my efforts are futile as the road starts to  
get narrower and more technical. Where we were riding 

One moment your nose 
will be in the wind, the 
next in the dust cloud 
kicked up from the 
wheel in front. Sharing 
the workload is all part 
and parcel of surviving 
Dirty Kanza

P 
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It’s 35°C, I’ve been riding for 
over four hours and my eyes 
are bloodshot from the dust, 
so my powers of observation 
aren’t at their best right now
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six abreast on relatively well-packed gravel at the start, 
now there are only two passable wheel ruts, and even  
then one of them is full of rocks. The stones get bigger and 
sharper, and I pass more and more riders fixing flats by  
the side of the road. I recognise one of them as Education 
First pro rider Taylor Phinney. 

There are no team mechanics on hand here, or cars 
following behind with spare wheels. Kanza is very 
egalitarian like that. It doesn’t care if you are fast or slow, 
pro or first timer. Nobody gets to have a perfect day, and 
self-sufficiency is all part of the beauty and the challenge.

That said, after 65 miles I reach the first aid station 
where some outside assistance is permitted. Riders can 
bring (or hire) a support crew so, as I approach, the whole 
street is full of people looking out for their rider. It takes 
me a while to locate my team. It’s 35°C, I’ve been riding for 

over four hours and my eyes are bloodshot from the dust, 
so my powers of observation aren’t at their best right now. 
Once I find my crew I stop for longer than a lot of riders, 
taking time to stretch as well as top up my tyre sealant and 
raise my stem a little. I’ve already prepared my hydration 
pack, stuffed with food and brimming with fluid, ready 
to throw on. We’ll have covered 90 miles before I see the 
support crew and get the chance of a cold drink again.

Long and lonesome road
Ahead of us now is one of the toughest sections. Steep 
climbs and descents on some of the chunkiest gravel do, 
however, reward us with some of the most spectacular 
views. Miles of prairie stretch out as far as the horizon  
with gravel roads meandering through them like the 
patterns raindrops make on a dusty windscreen. 

The rider’s ride
Cannondale SuperX, £3,999.99, cannondale.com
It might technically be a cyclocross bike but the SuperX has won Dirty Kanza multiple times before, 
and its big tyre clearances and efficient power transfer meant that it didn’t fail to deliver. It was a great 
choice for the event. 

I equipped it with Shimano Dura-Ace Di2 shifting paired to an XT mountain bike rear derailleur to 
provide a 1x drivetrain set-up with a large-ranging rear cassette to cope with the climbs, of which 
there are plenty. The shifting was precise and flawless throughout.

If there’s one question you’ll hear a lot in the weeks before Kanza, it’s about what tyres to use. 
I opted for Donelly’s most robust offering, the MSO 40. These were mounted (tubeless) to Enve’s 
G23 wheelset, which handled everything the flint hills could throw at them. The fact I suffered a few 
punctures is not a poor reflection on the tyres’ performance (everyone gets flats, no matter what their 
tyres) as overall they proved to be an excellent choice with a good mix of grip and fast-rolling tread.

Below: When the heat 
has been beating down 

on you all day, even  
the most stagnant 

water looks inviting  
for a quick dip 

Right: At times Kansas 
looks like an artist’s 

rendering of the 
Mid-West, complete 

with rickety mailboxes
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I take on a 
couple of gels, 
guzzle down 
some water and 
even pause to 
distract myself 
by looking at 
photos of my cats
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As the day gets hotter and the gradients thin the groups 
out, I find myself riding alone a lot. Even in an event with 
thousands of starters, the sheer scale of the ride and the 
landscape means the journey through it can often feel like 
a lonely one. Rivers and streams mark the bottom of each 
descent and it’s in one of these that I eventually overcome 
my conviction to behave like a bike racer and decide to lie 
down for a full body submersion. 

After ticking off the hardest 100-mile ride I’ve ever done, 
I’m still facing another even harder one. I take on a couple 
of gels, guzzle down some water and even pause to distract 
myself by looking at photos of my cats on my phone. 

Like I said, this isn’t bike racing as you know it. Kanza 
will make you listen to your body. Everyone cracks at some 

point, and Kanza only really starts after it breaks you. 
Because after that, it makes you.

Feeding frenzy
I feel reinvigorated after my dip, my legs almost rejuvenated 
as I get back on the bike. Trees dot the landscape, and by 
this point under almost every single one of them is a rider 
seeking shelter in its shade. After taking my own moment 
of salvation in the stream I make a habit of checking they’re 
all OK. A neutral water stop offers a vital oasis. Water, ice 
and friendly well-wishes are just what I need. Knowing 
where and when you can top up on fluids is key, because 
running out of water could be the end of you. Literally.

The second aid station looks like the Normandy beaches 
would have done if D-Day had been sponsored by a sports 
nutrition company and the soldiers had come ashore on 
giant coolers. People are either rushing around as fast as 
they can or lying totally still. 

The heat has taken its toll on my appetite but it’s vital 
I eat. I’m finding foods I never normally crave suddenly 

Steep climbs around 
the halfway point make  

the event even more 
mentally challenging, 
and the loose surface 

means you find yourself  
fighting for traction 

P 
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After ticking off the 
hardest 100-mile ride 
I’ve ever done, I’m 
still facing another 
even harder one
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It’s one of the few races where a rider like 
Phinney can be passed by an overweight 
50-year-old on a fat bike, and laugh about it

Staring at my bike computer as I ride alone each mile 
takes longer than it should, but eventually the distance 
monitor finally clicks around to read 200. Unfortunately, 
I’m not quite done yet. There’s still a little way to go before 
the finish chute comes into view, a sight that almost makes 
me want to weep with relief. 

Even though I’m arriving hours after the winner – Colin 
Strickland, who this year won the event in a record time 
with an average speed of more than 20mph – the run in  
is accompanied by a crescendo of cheers and locals keen  
to give high-fives as I pass. 

I’ve finished the race, but the battle is not done. There’s 
still the fight to eat the largest possible amount of fried 
food at the post-event buffet to come yet. The spirit of 
camaraderie continues as we swig cold beer, stuff our 

seem delicious. I wolf down a cold can of Coke, quickly 
followed by a cookie, some pretzels, a frozen peanut butter 
sandwich and a couple of Pop-Tarts. I stop short of adding 
pickle juice to the gastrointestinal collage, though. 

My legs are caked in mud, sweat and blood, and I realise 
I’ve just done my longest ever off-road ride. And I still have 
50 miles to go. Better have another cookie. 

200 down and still a few to go
The final three hours are gloriously rolling. The heat 
mercifully abates and the breeze picks up – not so much as 
to be speed-sapping but just enough to have a pleasurable 
cooling effect. 

I pass Phinney again, fixing what is apparently his  
ninth flat. And I thought I’d had it tough with three. 

Left: Rolling climbs 
make keeping a steady 
tempo tricky, and big 
stones at the bottom of 
the dips – when speeds 
are highest – make a 
puncture in the midday 
sun a petrifying thought

P 
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• Minimum 40mm tyres, and 
pick a brand with strong/robust 
sidewalls 
• Use more sealant than normal 
• A minimum of a 1:1 climbing 
gear will help you pedal, rather 
than walk, the steep ascents
•Three pre-prepared hydration 
packs is a good strategy for 
saving time at stops. USWE 
and Osprey both make 
excellent, lightweight packs
•A bandana to cover your 
mouth in the dusty early miles 
•Bottle cages that won’t drop 
your bottles. Lezyne’s Flow 
Cages are a safe bet 
•Three spare inner tubes. 
Tubolito’s are lighter and 
smaller than standard butyl 
tubes, making it much easier to 
fit three in a standard seat bag 
•Several tubeless tyre plugs 
and a valve core extractor 
(Enve makes one built into the 
valve cap) so you can carry a 
small amount of extra sealant 
and refill via the valve stem 
•Mini pump (unless you want to 
walk when you run out of CO2) 
•A small frame bag or bar bag 
for extra food and tools. Ortlieb 
offers some good choices 
•Food for the stops. After eight 
hours in the saddle you have no 
idea what you want, but a good 
spread of sweet and savoury 
options will help 
•Something to clean your 
sunglasses. Like you, they  
will get sweaty and dirty
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Kanza 
tips
Don’t leave home 
without these essentials

DIRTY KANZA  USA EVENT



In bike racing terms 
Dirty Kanza is stupid, 
but it’s the kind of 
stupid that will have 
me coming back 
again next year

Done and definitely 
dusted. Now where’s 

that buffet?

] 

cheeks and swap our battle stories. Taylor Phinney 
finished, like me, hours behind the winner. And just like 
everyone else, he says he suffered in the heat and at times 
wanted to abandon. Dirty Kanza demands respect but 
it’s also possibly one of the few races where a rider like 
Phinney can be passed by an overweight 50-year-old  
on a fat bike down a hill, and laugh about it afterwards. 

A guy with a filth-caked face asks me if I would do  
Kanza again? I shock myself when without even a 
moment’s thought I answer, ‘Yes, definitely.’ 

Despite the arduousness of this epic event and a whole 
day in the blazing sun, I really have enjoyed it. Are there 
some things I would change? Yes. I would put more sealant 
in my tyres and fit a third water bottle cage. In bike racing 
terms Dirty Kanza is stupid, but it’s the kind of stupid that 
will have me coming back again next year. 

‘Alexa, how many days is it until the 30th May 2020?  
Oh, and is it going to rain?’ 
James Stout is a writer and a cyclist. Not necessarily  
in that order

P 
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TRAVEL
Emporia is too small to have its own 
airport. The best option is to fly into 
Kansas City, from where it’s around  
a two-hour drive to Emporia.  

There are no direct flights from 
the UK to Kansas City, but it’s a short 
connecting flight from a number of 
US airports including Dallas, Chicago 
and Detroit. Depending on the time 
of year and airline expect economy 
flight costs to be £800-£1,000. 
There’s a good chance you’ll be 
among many other Dirty Kanza 
racers arriving at the same time so 
you might even be able to make a  
friend and catch a lift to the race.

ACCOMMODATION
Emporia has limited accommodation 
and it sells out fast. The race offers 
lodging in the university halls of 
residence and this is the best bet for 
most racers, but if you prefer some 
private space either book early or 
be prepared to drive out of town. 

Another good option is what we did: 
get together with a larger group of 
friends/contacts and look to share 
the rental cost of an entire property 
(Airbnb, for instance). We stayed at  
a large country house with each of its 
dozen bedrooms filled to bursting.

HELP
You’ll need a crew for the race as 
there is no neutral aid other than 
water stations. If you do go it alone, 
the race offers a ‘crew for hire’ service 
that lets you drop off whatever you 
need with local volunteers for a small 
fee, which supports local causes. 

THANKS
Our thanks to Chris Lyman of Blubird 
Communications who tirelessly 
helped bolt most parts of this trip 
together for us. Thanks also to Enve 
for providing the accommodation and 
AJ Turner and Shelby Vandersteen 
who were my support crew. Final 
thanks to Mike Swim for photography.

How we did it

USA EVENT  DIRTY KANZA
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he Rough-Stuff Fellowship has a valid 
claim to being the oldest off-road cycling 

club in the world. It was founded in 1955 
by a Liverpudlian called Bill Paul, after he 

placed an advert in The Bicycle magazine:  
‘I believe there is still a small select circle who 

love the rough and high ways amongst the 
mountains of Wales, the Lakes and Scotland,’  

he wrote. Turns out he was right. 
In May of that year, 40 or so cyclists gathered at the 

Black Swan pub in Leominster, Herefordshire, for the 
inaugural meeting and the Fellowship was born. In those 
days there were no suspension systems, electronic gearing 
or 40mm tubeless tyres, but it didn’t stop them taking  
their bikes to some of the most rugged and remote parts  
of Britain and, in some cases, far beyond.

What is ‘rough stuff ’?
For most, the simple definition is that rough stuff ‘begins 
where the tarmac ends’. It encompasses everything from 
easy trails and bridleways to drove roads, gravel tracks, 
footpaths, mud, scrambles and full-on hike-a-bike. 

Unlike mountain biking, where the goal is often to 
ride the most technical terrain, rough-stuffers have never 
been afraid to get off and push. They’re not out to go faster 
or further or harder – or not all the time, at least. ‘I never 
go for a walk without my bike,’ founder member Bob 
Harrison once joked. 

Left: A group of  
Rough-Stuff fellows 
gets a close-up view  
of a glacier in the 
French Alps in 1973

Right: Off-roader Alf 
Peacock would appear 
to be philosophical 
about his injuries. 
Cyclists have always 
been made  
of stern stuff
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Words MAX LEONARD  Photography ISOLA PRESS

Formed in 1955, The Rough-Stuff Fellowship was a pioneer of off-road 
riding expeditions, embarking on epic adventures in remote lands  

long before the invention of disc brakes and hydraulic suspension 
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It’s partly thanks to Harrison that the Rough-Stuff 
Fellowship is experiencing a surge in recognition. In 2018 
the newly appointed RSF archivist, Mark Hudson, received 
34 handmade oak boxes from one of Harrison’s old riding 
partners (Harrison, who died in 2002, was a cabinet maker 
by trade). Each box contained several hundred slides that 
documented in beautiful Kodachrome colours more than 
50 years of exploits with the RSF. 

There was Harrison in 1954 in the Dolomites, on the 
Passo Sella and the Pordoi before they were touched by 
tarmac. There he was on the track on High Cup Nick in the 
Pennines in 1955; in Wales in 1960 hoisting his bike over 
a stream; in Cornwall in 1981 pushing his bike around the 

South West Coast path; in the Dales, the Cairngorms,  
the Peak District, Ireland… The list goes on. 

Of course, it only made sense to turn this treasure 
trove of photography into a book (called The Rough-
Stuff Fellowship Archive, Isola Press, £28 from 
roughstuffarchive.com), and what we have on display  
here is a mere handful of the images from the book.

Breaking new ground
In addition to holding regular local meets in the UK and 
many tours abroad, the RSF has been responsible for some 
historic firsts. In 1958 four of its members made the first 
self-supported crossing of Iceland’s desert interior: 168 
miles in 10 days, via a 700m pass and three river crossings 
in an inflatable dinghy they carried with them. And they 
all rode fixed-gear.

Ron Bartle from Preston, now aged 85, explains how he 
came to be one of the four: ‘I only joined the RSF a week 

Phill Hargreaves 
crosses the Himalayas 

on a journey aiming 
 to ride from Derby  

to Australia

Above right: Punctures 
have always gone with 

the territory, in this case 
on Pas de la Corne in the 

French Alps in 1971  
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‘Crossing the rivers 
was the worst part  
for me, what with not 
being able to swim’
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before the expedition. Three lads from Huddersfield 
Wheelers were going, with Dick Phillips as leader, but at 
the last minute one of them couldn’t get released from 
National Service. I had less than a week’s notice.

‘Crossing the rivers was the worst part for me, especially 
the river Tungnaà, which had defeated Dick on previous 
occasions. It was Ray Bottomley who came up with the idea 
of the rubber dinghy. I’ve always been a bit wary of water, 
what with not being able to swim. 

‘I would think we rode about three-quarters of the way. 
Some of it was on vehicle tracks, which bedded down the 
lava for smooth riding. It was very sandy lava, but some 
of it lay in great blocks, and there was lots of twisting and 
turning to get around them. 

‘We all rode fixed. That was the style among tourists at 
the time. We just didn’t think gears were reliable enough.’

In 1984, two RSF riders rode their steel Mercian bikes 
up the track and over the glacier to Everest Base Camp in 
Nepal, on their way from Derby in the Midlands to Western 
Australia. They estimated they pedalled 20 per cent of 
the route from Kathmandu to Everest, and remarkably 
managed to get only four punctures between them.

Phill Hargreaves, now 57, says, ‘Most people fly in to 
Lukla in the Himalayas, but we cycled from Kathmandu 
along the same route the original 1950s expeditions 
followed. We were doing these massive climbs to 8,000  

feet and then dropping back down again. We managed to 
ride quite a bit of it, but there was a lot that was too rocky. 

‘A lot of people up there had never seen bikes before – 
they didn’t know what they were. We camped on the field 
in front of the Tengboche Monastery and let some of the 
monks have a go on the bikes. We didn’t lock them up,  
and in the night a monk buckled one of the wheels. It  
had completely collapsed but fortunately we managed  
to spring it back and tighten a few of the spokes and get  
it rideable again. 

‘The other bit that sticks in my memory was the last  
bit, up the glacier from Gorak Shep,’ Hargreaves adds.  

Above: The Faulhorn 
Traverse in Switzerland, 
1980 – not the easiest 
place to park, let  
alone ride, even the 
hardiest of bike  

Right: A group  
of Rough-Stuffers  
gets out of their 
saddles to cross the 
Afon Commarch in  
Wales  in 1960 
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‘It had been cloudy, so we’d only got the odd glimpse of 
Everest. We were in our tents at Gorak Shep when someone 
got up for a piss in the night and saw it was crystal clear, 
so we all went up to the viewpoint at Kala Patthar and 
watched the sun rise over Everest.

‘The glacier was amazing, but the most ridiculous place 
to take a bike. There were big crevasses and it was carrying 
all the way.’

The Rough-Stuff Fellowship did not, of course, invent 
riding bicycles off-road. That’s been going on since well 

before there were ‘roads’ in any modern sense. To take just 
one example, in 1890 a man called Amos Sugden took his 
solid-tyred, 23kg bike over Sty Head in the Lake District. 
And for years there was a lively debate in the cycling press 
about rough-stuff riding. 

In 1919, one of the greatest early advocates, WM 
Robinson (widely known by his journalistic pseudonym 
‘Wayfarer’) wrote an account of crossing the Berwyn 
Mountains in North Wales in deep snow that inspired 
generations after him. One of the first acts of the RSF  
upon its formation was to put a plaque on ‘Wayfarer Pass’ 
in his honour. And in March 2019 more than 50 cyclists,  
led by cycling writer and photographer writer Jack 
Thurston, completed a celebratory centenary ride. 

For decades the Rough-Stuff Fellowship prospered,  
as did rough-stuff riding as a visible – if niche – pastime.  
In the British Cycle Tourist Competition, organised by  
the CTC from 1952 until the 1980s, officials often went  

Bike and tyre  
choice are important 
considerations. Will  
it be cyclocross bike, 
gravel bike or mountain 
bike? Knobbly treads or 
semi-slick? As event 
organiser Matt Page 
tells us, the jury’s  
still out on what the 
perfect BOTB bike is

to great lengths to challenge contestants with tough bits 
of rough-stuff riding, including river crossings and other 
hazards. But with the rise of mountain biking, traditional 
rough-stuff gradually faded from view.

The old and the new
Look at Harrison’s photos today and they reveal a bygone 
age of cycling style – a time when you might set off on a 
bike ride wearing a shirt and tie and plus-fours, or a bobble 
hat, rain cape and brogues, and no ride was complete 

without a brew stop to make tea and maybe to smoke a 
pipe. They show canvas tents, heavy sleeping bags and 
primus stoves all strapped to overloaded bikes, as well as 
the real community around the RSF. Since its inception  
the club has had a large number of female members,  
as well as older riders, younger riders and children.

Among the bikes in the pictures you might spot the 
odd rare lightweight hand-built gem, but mostly they 
are nondescript tourers. Rough-stuffers often preferred 
Sturmey Archer, because internal hub gears meant there 
was no fragile derailleur to get bashed on rocks. 

For the Rough-Stuff Fellowship, it really wasn’t about 
the bike. It was all about good clean (sometimes dirty) fun. 
Half a century later, that remains the great attraction of 
gravel riding – just exploring and having the most fun  
you can on two wheels.
Max Leonard is a rider, writer and publisher of  
The Rough-Stuff Fellowship Archive

The Rough-Stuff 
Fellowship clearly 
understood the 
essence of riding 
off-road. It’s always 
been about adventure, 
not what bike you  
own or how fast  
you can ride it
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‘We were in our tents when someone got up 
for a piss and saw it was crystal clear, so  
we all watched the sun rise over Everest’

ROUGH-STUFF FELLOWSHIP  RETRO



STELVIO
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OF THE
SH DOW

Words PETER STUART  Photography BEN READ

Around the corner from the classic road 
climb you’ll find a wealth of hidden trails 
and gravel tracks that were once used  

by Italian traders and smugglers
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ountain folk are tough.  
I keep telling myself that 

over and over while I cling 
on, head down, to Daniele 

and Carlo’s wheels as they tap 
gently up the incline ahead of 

me. They appear to be scaling 
today’s first climb almost 

effortlessly, chatting freely with each other along the  
way, while I, on the other hand, am already seeing stars.

It’s a sharp start to the day. We’re in the beautiful 
Valtellina valley in the north of Italy, near the border with 
Switzerland. A morning haze gives the landscape a bright 
blue glow as we labour up the tightly packed hairpins  
that lead from our start point in the town of Bormio  
to the reservoir at Lago di Cancano. 

The climb itself is around 8km at an average of 7% on  
pristine tarmac, and it’s one of the most fetching roads in 
the region, spread over the mountainside like a decorative 
flourish added to a gourmet dessert. It should really be 
more famous, but as it is a dead-end, the climb has never 
been used in the big pro races, so it remains pleasingly 
undiscovered by the masses. 

I thought today’s ride would mainly be rolling over 
gravel tracks, so this severe uphill start on tarmac is a little 
surprising. But I guess that is the essence of gravel riding:  
a mixture of different terrains that can all be tackled by 
bike. And today’s ride certainly promises that.

King of the castle
As we near the top of the maze of hairpins, a castle comes 
into view, its square silhouette jutting out sharply from 
the horizon in the low morning light. It sits on the edge 
of a huge rock, and behind it lies another castle, a mirror 
image, nestled between two jagged peaks.

‘They are the towers of Fraele,’ says Daniele, before 
explaining that they were once the fortifications from an 
ancient road that guarded the entrance to this valley. The 
ravine below them was known as the burrone dei morti, 
the ‘ravine of the dead’. Today, they provide a different 
barrier for us – one that’s thankfully less morbid. The 

It’s not long before the road 
narrows to little more than  
a goat track as we reach  
the vast Lago di Cancano

P 

Above: Daniele Schena, 
or Stelvio Man as the 
locals call him, knows 
the mountainous  
terrain around Bormio 
as well as anyone

Top right: The stunning 
ascent to Lago di 
Cancano is a gateway 
to a gravel riding mecca
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Beyond  
the Stelvio
Follow our on-and-off-road 
route in northern Italy
To download this route go to cyclist.
co.uk/or2/bormio. Starting in Bormio, 
ride onto the SS38 Via Stelvio, before 
turning off on the smaller SS301. That 
road turns into the climb to Cancano 
reservoir. Turn right at the reservoir and 
follow the gravel road to its northernmost 
tip, before turning off on a small fork in 
the road following a narrow gravel track 
signposted for Livigno. Follow that road 
to the summit and return, looking out 
for a small left turning onto a rocky trail 
near a signpost for Lago di Cancano. 
That descends to the reservoir, which 
you follow along its southern side before 
returning to the descent towards Bormio. 
Take a small right turning after the third 
hairpin and ride the gravel road towards 
Arnoga. There, join the SS301 and return 
to Bormio, turning off onto the scenic bike 
path just before San Carlo, which runs all 
the way back to your starting point.

 
 

 
 

 

ITALY

Distance 77km
Total ascent 1,654m

Bormio

Lago di Cancano

Santa Carlo

SS301

SS301

Arnoga

SS38
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towers mark the point where road turns to gravel, and 
where we leave the tarmac to enter the rocky trails and 
tracks of the Stelvio National Park.

Daniele, our guide for today’s excusion into the 
mountains, owns Hotel Funivia in Bormio, and is 
affectionately known as Stelvio Man here in the valley.  
And it seems he is known by everyone who lives here. 
While we were sitting for coffee before we set off there 
were at least half a dozen shouts of ‘Ciao, Daniele!’  
from passers-by, and as we started the ride it seemed  
we couldn’t turn a corner without a wave or friendly  
toot from a passing car. 

Carlo, meanwhile, works with bike brand 3T, and he  
has kindly provided us with a pair of Exploro bikes for  
our adventure. He tells me he usually prefers running 
ultra-marathons to doing long bike rides, but a glance  
at his lean, muscular limbs tells me that he won’t be  
the one slowing us down today. 

I should have guessed at how tough today’s ride would 
be when I watched my companions smash back their 
espressos like Jäegerbombs so they could order a second 
while I sipped my first. ‘It was a tough ride with Davide 
yesterday,’ Daniele had said, massaging his quads as 
he downed his next coffee. He was referring to Italian 
WorldTour pro Davide Formolo, and he wasn’t simply 
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name-dropping either. Daniele’s hotel had Rigoberto Uran 
as a guest only last week, and, as I later discover, he seems 
to keep a vast array of pro cyclists as close friends. 

Far from the madding crowd
Our ride will trace the foothills of the Stelvio Pass before 
passing the Lago di Cancano and heading onto the trails 
and tracks that link Bormio with the ski resort of Livigno. 
The brisk pace doesn’t relent as we continue on a wide 
gravel road alongside the tiny Lago Scale, overshadowed  
by the 3,000m Monte Solena that sits behind it. It’s not 
long before the road narrows to little more than a goat  
track as we reach the vast Lago di Cancano reservoir.  
We flit between riding sections on wide gravel roads  
and stretches on rocky tracks and trails peppered with 
streams and landslides.

Compared to riding on the road, the going here feels 
quiet and untouched. The only noise is the rumble of gravel 
and rocks below us, and it requires our full concentration 
to find the right line while keeping up a good speed.

We make our way along the water’s edge and stop at 
the dam that cuts across the centre of the reservoir. It’s an 
impressive structure. Its neat and orderly lines are at odds 
with the jumble of limestone cliffs that surround it, and  
we can’t resist rolling to the centre of the reservoir for  

I should have guessed at how tough today 
would be when I watched my companions 
smash back espressos like Jäegerbombs

P 
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Above: A short gravel 
track atop the climb of 

Cancano leads to  
one of the towers of 
Fraele, which offers 

spectacular views of 
the valley surrounding it

Left: The summit of the 
Passo di Valle Alpisella 

is the high point of the 
day at 2,292m
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a view of the mountains on all sides, including the jagged 
snow-capped peaks around the Stelvio.

We treat ourselves to a quick stop and a few pictures  
of our bikes hanging from the dam’s railings with the 
Alpine panorama set behind them. Daniele has an eye for 
an Instagram shot, and I have no doubt that the picture  
will light up on his Stelvioman account in a few hours.  
I grab my bike off the railing and watch, with a slight gulp 
of vertigo, as my bar end plug pops out and plummets to 
the dam’s base hundreds of metres below me. 

From here we ride to the northern tip of Lago di 
Cancano, where the Passo di Valle Alpisella trail to  
Livigno lies in wait.

Smugglers’ Run
These tracks have seen a lot of history. That’s a strange 
thought given how utterly untouched the surroundings 
seem. In the medieval period, the ominous Fraele towers 
oversaw the royal road that ferried salt and wine into the 
Bormio region. In the 20th century, this valley became a 
hotspot for smuggling between Livigno and Bormio. This 
was because of Livigno’s tax-free status, granted in 1910, 
harking back to the town’s links to the Austrian Empire. 

‘All the small valleys, passes and roads around Livigno 
saw constant fights between smugglers and police after 
World War One and World War Two,’ says Daniele. ‘There 
are also many stories about the complicity between police 

and smugglers, who most of the time were just poor locals 
trying to earn some money for their families. Things here 
in the mountains were very difficult after the war.’ 

I assume that Daniele isn’t speaking from memory,  
but given his almost mythical status in the region, it 
wouldn’t surprise me to learn he is immortal and has  
lived here forever.

The thought of traders scaling this loose rock and gravel 
on carriages laden with wine and salt is hard to imagine. 
I’m finding it hard enough on a cutting-edge carbon fibre 
bike. I search out my line carefully, making sure I can keep 
my cadence over the steeper inclines. With some loose 
gravel below us I know that if I step off the pedal, getting 
moving again will be tricky.

We pass gleaming lakes lined with bathers and 
fishermen. I honestly have no idea how they got here, 

The climb up the Passo 
di Valle Alpisella is the 
most technical section 
of the ride, while the 
rocky descent on a 
singletrack trail offers 
the toughest challenge
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At its best moments the 
narrow, rocky ledge is  
tough gravel; at its worst 
just a pile of randomly 
scattered limestone debris
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Right: Despite the 
summer heat it’s still  

chilly enough at higher 
altitudes for snow to 

line the road

Previous pages: The 
descent from the Passo 

di Valle Alpisella 
pushes the limits of 

both rider and bike

Rider’s ride
3T Exploro Team Force, £4,500, 
saddleback.co.uk 

The 3T Exploro was conceived for exactly 
this type of ride: going quickly on mixed 
terrain and sometimes into the unknown. 
The bike uses the same dropped chainstay 
design as the Open UP, which means it can 
fit 2.1in tyres on a 650b wheel size. For 
this ride we used a set of slightly narrower 
Panaracer Gravelking 1.9in tyres, which 
proved to hit a perfect sweetspot between 
fast and protective.

The flared 3T Superghiaia handlebars 
seemed strange when I first saw them, but 
on a ride like this the extra bar width when 
in the drops proved invaluable on more 
technical terrain, where they offered  
a good deal more stability and control.

The Exploro also uses aerodynamic 
tube shapes, which may seem a little 
odd for a bike destined for gravel, but the 
stiffness and aerodynamic benefits were 
much appreciated on fast downhill tarmac 
sections and pacy segments on hard-
packed gravel.

though a few spark into life to wave and shout the 
inevitable, ‘Ciao, Daniele!’ A vast scree slope to our right 
almost almost blinds us as the sun bounces off its stones, 
and we have to squint to see the trail ahead. But soon the 
narrow valley that we’re riding up flattens out and we crest 
the Passo di Valle Alpisella to be greeted with a wide vista 
of the mountains that surround Livigno down below.

We pause for a moment to take in the view before 
turning around to shoot back down the same gravel track 
we’ve just come up. It would make a great descent if we 
were simply retracing our steps all the way back to Bormio, 
but Daniele has an even better idea. We stop at a turning 
onto a narrow and rocky trail, where we’ll put our wide 
tyres and off-road handling skills to the test. 

‘I’ve never done this route by bike before, but I think 
we’ll be fine,’ he says looking back at me with a confident 
smile. I wish I could return that smile and make it look 
genuine, but heading into the unknown is all part of the 
adventure of gravel riding, so I let a bit of pressure out of  
my tyres and we turn off onto the small and steep trail.

We find ourselves on a narrow, rocky ledge that cuts 
across a scree slope on the mountainside. At its best 
moments it’s tough gravel, at its worst just a pile of 
randomly scattered limestone debris. 

It’s intriguing how quickly our riding habits change. 
Daniele, who thinks nothing of diving full tilt down tarmac 
descents, is a little out of his comfort zone here on the loose 
ground and takes things steady, progressing cautiously but 
with impressive composure. Meanwhile Carlo has come 
into his own. He sails down the steep incline, appearing 
to float over the rough rock-strewn terrain. I’m wrestling 
crudely with my bike, sweating, swerving and occasionally 
swearing, but I manage to make it down the toughest 
stretches without incident or accident.

An increasingly impressive view of the mountains 
and reservoir opens up below. We don’t get much time to 
appreciate it, though, because the trail is seriously steep 
and the surface loose and unpredictable. I’m stunned for a 
moment by the versatility of my 3T Exploro, which on this 
morning’s tarmac ascent had felt every bit the road racer, P 
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yet with its wide, flared bars and wide (now softer) tyres, 
feels now as though it could be a mountain bike.

Edge of adhesion
At times, the trail is so challenging that I find myself 
surrendering control and almost falling down the slope in 
the hope that something flatter and less loose will emerge 
around the corner and allow me to scrub some speed off. 
When I make sight of flat ground, it comes with a strange 
mixture of relief and disappointment – riding on trails  
like this always puts me on edge, but it has undoubtedly 
been the most fun we’ve had on today’s ride.

We loop back towards the reservoir and begin to trace 
the Lago di Cancano south. When we’re once more within 

sight of the dam, Daniele tells us it’s lunchtime. I look 
around, slightly bewildered about where among the trees 
and jagged peaks a cafe could be concealing itself. We ride 
up onto a rutted singletrack and up into the woods, and 
emerge in a clearing to discover a wooden cabin with a 
wood-burning barbecue crackling away.

‘This is how we do things here in the mountains,’ 
Daniele says with a shrug. The cabin is Daniele’s family 
getaway, and is so uniquely quiet that it makes the town  
of Bormio seem like a metropolis.

‘Do you have Wi-Fi?’ I ask. Daniele bellows with 
laughter, shaking his head, and I suddenly feel very 
metropolitan. We settle down to eat, and even crack open  
some beers. It strikes me how different off-road riding is  

Above: The dam  
that cuts across Lago  
di Cancano offers a 
dramatic manmade 
counterpart to the 
natural splendours  
that surround it

It’s hard to see  
the best line, and  

I’m thankful for my 
bulbous tyres as I 

bounce off unseen 
tree roots and rocksP 
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By the  
numbers
 ’Cos stats don’t lie

 1.9 
Tyre width in inches

 1390 
Date of construction of the 
Fraele towers overlooking  
the summit of Cancano

 25 
Steepest downhill incline in 
percent on the trail descent 
from Alpisella

 1,650 
Elevation gain for the day  
in metres

 77 
Distance of ride in kilometres

 2,292 
Maximum elevation of the day 
in metres
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The gravel shifts 
beneath me and 
my wheels skip, 
which is enough to 
keep my attention 
on red alert

to pure road rides. Taking time out to just relax would 
feel like heresy on a pacy road ride in the mountains.

‘They built two dams here, one in the 1930s and one in 
the 1950s,’ Daniele says. ‘The first was too small, so when 
they built the second one they flooded the original power 
station. It’s still right there under the water.’ He points at 
the vast, mirror-flat lake. ‘Two power stations, and we still 
don’t get any power here in the cabin!’ 

We linger over lunch perhaps longer than we should, 
and even have a brief snooze in the sun, but eventually  
the time comes to jump onto our saddles once again.

The trail along the reservoir leads us swiftly down to the 
smaller lake of Lago Scale and we eventually pop out again 
on the Cancano road climb. But just as I’m tucking down 
with my chin on the handlebar and preparing to race down 
the hairpins, Daniele slows us down and directs us off the 
road onto a small track.

We roll onto a hard-packed gravel path that slices along 
the hillsides of the Valtellina valley. The track is 10km long 

and straight enough to allow us to sit in a line and hammer 
out a decent pace, punctuated by the occasional steep 
ramp to keep things varied. Occasionally the gravel shifts 
beneath me and my wheels skip, which is enough to keep 
my heart rate high and my attention on red alert.

Livigno Vida Loca 
For long stretches the track is like a corridor of trees,  
and when sunlight pierces through the canopy it casts 
jagged shapes on the gravel. The dappled effect makes it 
hard to see let alone choose the best line, and I’m thankful 
for my bulbous tyres as I bounce off unseen tree roots and 
rocks. Exiting the avenue of trees, we then negotiate wide 
open cliff edges that give us a full view of the mountain 
towns far below.

We pass through some small villages and farms, once 
hideaways for Livigno smugglers, with a few cheerful 
shouts of ‘Ciao, Daniele’ reaching us as we go. It’s a shame 
when we return to the tarmac and say goodbye to today’s 

Top left: We descend 
only a few hairpins from 
Lago di Cancano before 
heading onto the gravel 

path towards Livigno

Bottom left: Daniele’s 
mountain lodge is the 
perfect mid-ride stop, 

complete with beers 
and a bounty of 

barbecued ride food

P 
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gravel, yet when we almost immediately shoot up to 
70kmh, I’m reminded of why I love riding on the road too.

At the village of San Carlo, Daniele swings us onto a 
gravel track-cum-cycle path that follows the Viola Bormio 
stream until we reach a cafe set into the hillside, where 
predictably the owner rushes out to greet him.

Another cool beer caps the day off perfectly. My quads 
feel as though they’ve been pumped full of battery acid,  
and I reflect on how tough the day has been considering 
the route is little more than 75km. 

As we unwind I can see the lower slopes of the Stelvio 
in the valley beyond Bormio. It’s a legendary road climb 
and one I’ve done several times, but now I find myself 
reconsidering my attitude towards it. To come here and 
stick only to tarmac would be a real waste. It would mean 
missing some of the region’s most stunning landscapes, 
not to mention the adrenaline of scrabbling down rocky 
descents and losing bike parts down enormous ravines.
Peter Stuart is commissioning editor of Cyclist and  
a recent convert to the joys of gravel

The Stelvio Pass is a 
legendary climb, but  
to stick only to tarmac 
would be a real waste
P 
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TRAVEL
We flew to Milan Bergamo, which 
is serviced by numerous carriers 
including RyanAir and British Airways. 
From there, we used Bormio transfer 
service Elma Viaggi (elmaviaggi.it), 
which provides transfers from Milan 
airport to Bormio, including bike 
carriage, from €300.

ACCOMMODATION
We stayed at Hotel Funivia in  
Bormio (hotelfunivia.it), which is 
a gem for any cyclist visiting the 
region. Owner Daniele Schena, 
affectionately known as Stelvio Man, 
has customised the hotel for cyclists, 
with a workshop and bike lock-up 
alongside a cycling-themed cafe and 
regular post-ride pasta feasts. It’s no 
surprise that the place has regular 
visits from WorldTour pros.

Hotel Funivia also offers bike 
rental, with prices starting at €40 for 
rental of a Pinarello GAN, and offers  
a range of top Pinarello and 3T bikes 
as well as some e-road bike options.
Prices start from €149 per night for  
a double bedroom.

THANKS
Many thanks to Daniele for being  
our guide and host for the ride, and to 
3T for offering us bikes and support 
on the route. Also to Paolo from  
Spot-On Bikes (spotonbormio.it)  
in Bormio for helping us with bike  
set-up and spares. 

Many thanks to e-bike rental 
service e-stelvio (e-stelvio.it), which 
loaned our photographer Ben an 
e-mountain bike to follow us for the 
day. Visit hotelfunivia.it for more 
details on cycling packages and bike 
rental available with the hotel.

How we did it
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Once a year at low tide, a beach in South Wales  
plays host to a race unlike any other, where the  

only rule is: if you can ride it, you can race it
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ostling for position on a crowded beach is usually no fun. 
But this is different. There are no sun loungers or parasols, 
I’ve been slathering on chamois cream rather than 
suncream. That said, I’m rather wishing I had applied  
a bit of factor 30, but how was I to know that it would  
turn out to be so sunny on an April day in South Wales?

I’m standing astride a Cannondale mountain bike 
tandem alongside nearly 1,000 other competitors at the 
start line of the 2019 Battle on the Beach. Almost everyone 
is in short sleeves and sunglasses, and the atmosphere is 
relaxed as people soak up the unseasonably warm weather. 

That won’t last. In a few minutes the starting horn will 
blast and this thousand-strong battalion will charge down 
a 5km stretch of Cefn Sidan beach in Pembrey in a bid to  
be at the head of affairs before the race heads over the 
dunes and onto singletrack through the woods.

It’s this combination of expansive sand and confined 
trails that makes Battle on the Beach possibly like no race 
anywhere else in the world.

Preparing for Battle
‘I’d seen these beach races in Belgium where they race on 
the flat sand, and one day I came to the beach in Pembrey 
and just had this vision that I could create something 
similar here,’ says race organiser Matt Page. ‘In Belgium 
and Holland, though, they stay on the flat, like a sand crit 
race, but I felt there’s so much singletrack in the woodland 
behind the dunes here that I knew I could bring a bit more 
to the event than just being about the beach alone.’ P 

Left: There’s about 
100m of soft sand  
to negotiate before 
reaching the harder- 
packed beach

Above and previous 
pages: The speed rises 
near the water’s edge 
as the 1,000-strong 
field strings out into  
a long line that looks 
like a cavalry charge J
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The details
What Battle on the Beach
Where Pembrey Country Park,  
South Wales
Next one 18/19th April 2020
Distance Three laps of a 15km course
Cost £42
Info battleonthebeach.co.uk
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‘The jury’s still out on what’s the best bike for Battle on 
the Beach because what is fast on the beach may lose out 
elsewhere on the lap,’ Page says. 

Fat bikes, for instance, are made to ride on sand, but 
keeping up with the lighter gravel or cyclocross bikes on 
the forest roads will be tough. In the same vein, my tandem 
is less nimble and manoeuvrable than many of the bikes 
here, but I do have a significant advantage: two sets of legs.

Sitting behind me on the tandem is my stoker, who also 
happens to be my wife, Kate. She’s my secret weapon. At 
52kg she’s light enough that I barely notice she’s there, but 
despite her slight frame she also puts out an impressive 
amount of power.

This isn’t the first time we’ve competed together  
on a tandem, but we’ve never done anything like this 

Bike and tyre  
choice are important 

considerations. Will  
it be cyclocross bike, 

gravel bike or mountain 
bike? Knobbly treads  

or semi-slick?
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A quick look down at my bike 
computer reveals, incredibly, 
we’re doing 56kmh as we jostle 
for position in the melee

The first Battle on the Beach was held in 2014, and it 
has since grown into one of the highlights of the off-road 
racing calendar. This year, 18 nationalities are represented 
and professional racers line up alongside amateurs for the 
mass start. Multiple UK National Cyclocross and Mountain 
Bike champion Nick Craig and National Road Hill Climb 
Champion Dan Evans are among the entrants this year. 

The race’s diversity is its main draw. The rules about 
bikes are pretty relaxed: basically, if you can ride it, you 
can race it. The only hard and fast rule is no aero bars; 
otherwise practically anything goes. 

As a result cyclocross bikes rub shoulders with 
mountain bikes, gravel bikes, fat bikes and a fair 
smattering of tandems. There’s even a team of Dutch 
professional beach racers (see p120) who have turned  
up on specially designed beach-racing machines.

Choosing the right bike is all part of the fun. Do you  
go for drop bars or flat? Wide tyres or skinny? Knobbly  
or semi-slick? It seems there is no perfect solution.  

P 
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before. For starters, the rhythm of a full samba band  
is hammering out from the dunes behind us, a crescendo 
of noise that electrifies the atmosphere. 

I’m tingling with a mix of excitement and nerves as  
the ‘one minute to go’ board is raised. But there’s still none 
of the usual tension I’m used to encountering at the start 
of a bike race. Faces are etched with grins, not the more 
common grimaces of concentration. Then, with a long, 
loud blast of the air horn, we’re off. 

Charge!
Luckily for us, tandems have been given a front row 
seeding – albeit far to the left – to avoid any pile-ups 
getting off the line in the deep sand. It’s a dilemma 
everyone faces: how to get going in sand on a bicycle. 

Some choose to start on foot, running with their bikes 
until they reach the firmer sand. Others simply slog it out. 
We get a surprisingly good start, assisted by the fact that 
earlier I’d spotted a piece of driftwood in the sand and 
cunningly placed it under our rear tyre. It’s not cheating, 
honest. It’s what I prefer to think of as making the most  
of our natural surroundings. 

It works brilliantly. With Kate already clipped into her 
pedals and ready to go hell for leather for 200m until we 
reach the hard-packed sand, we find ourselves in the thick 
of the front-end action. It’s like a cavalry charge. Viewed 
from a distance (there are several YouTube videos of the 
start if you want to truly appreciate the sheer scale and 
craziness of it) it’s like a scene out of a Mad Max movie, 
with a mass of machines going full-bore in an enormous 
arrowhead formation.

Ahead of us is what amounts to a 5km drag race. I can 
see the blue and yellow jerseys of the Dutch pros driving 
the pace up front. A quick look down at my bike computer 
reveals, incredibly, we’re doing 56kmh as we jostle for 
position in the melee. Kate has time to glance over her 
shoulder and shouts to me that we have acquired a lot of 
new friends, as riders are actually fighting for position  
on our wheel to sit in the tandem’s draft. 

My attention is momentarily distracted as we pass 
what’s left of a shipwreck, half buried in the sand, but as 
the end of the beach approaches I put my head down and 
pedal hard. Kate, too, gives it her all, as she knows it will 
be an advantage to be as close to the front as possible when 
this huge throng of riders tries to pile over a sand dune and 
into the narrower woodland trails on the other side.

Sure enough, it’s bedlam. As we turn inland and hit the 
deep, soft sand higher up the beach, riders are forced to 
dismount and run uphill. With me pushing the tandem, 
a bikeless Kate bounds happily ahead, causing a few 
confused looks from our rivals. Thankfully things quickly 
settle down and we find our rhythm and place in the pack. 

The woodland trails  
are fast-flowing and 

almost dizzying as you 
swoop in and out of the 

trees and up and over 
the many steep rises

P 
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Being on a tandem 
means we get an 
extra loud cheer, 
enough to give  
me goosebumps
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With big rocks and 
precipitous drops xxx 
xxx xxxx xxxxx

you’re grateful for  
wide, knobbly tyres  
on the Via del Sale xxx 
xxxx xxxx xx xxxxx

We concede the racing line to faster solo riders, but 
surprise ourselves by how well we’re able to keep up a good 
pace and ride almost every part of the route on the tandem. 
Whipping in and out of the trees is dizzying, and carrying 
enough momentum to crest the many steep rises has our 
legs burning, but equally I can’t stop grinning. It’s a blast.

The first lap goes by in a blur. The going is fast in these 
dry conditions but in places the top surface is loose, like 
riding on marbles, and I need to concentrate fully. 

Those who did the night race – held the previous 
evening – have the slight advantage of knowing how  
the course flows at race speeds. Just over 26 minutes of 
racing has passed when we fly under the finish gantry  
to complete our first lap. 

The atmosphere in the arena is electric. Music pumps 
from massive speakers and the MC, Ian Frewin, has 
whipped the crowd into a frenzy. Being on a tandem means 
we get an extra loud cheer from the hordes, enough to give 
me goosebumps and a dose of adrenaline as we head back 
towards the sea to face the beach for the second time. 

Two legs good, four legs better
This time around we don’t have the advantage of the huge 
group to help pull us along the beach. The race has strung 
out by now, and groups of three or four riders are all that 
are left to work together to share the load on the seemingly 
endless stretch of sand. We join a small group and dutifully 
pull our turn. It’s tough going, with a slight headwind too, 
but I’m certain four legs are still better than two. 

As the lap progresses I try to learn from the mistakes  
we made first time round, but I probably make as many 
new blunders as fatigue starts to build. It’s encouraging to 
hear the buzz of the arena again as the lap ends, and the 
atmosphere is still fully charged as we start the final lap.

On the 5km stretch of 
beach, groups help 

each other like a road 
chaingang, but don’t 

forget to look up 
because there are  

still hazards such as 
sunken ships
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 Kings of the beach 
When it comes to racing on sand, the Dutch are masters

The going is fast but 
in places the top 
surface is loose, like 
riding on marbles

In its six years there has never been a British overall 
winner at Battle on the Beach, mainly thanks to the 
Dutch. Beach racing is popular in the Netherlands, and 
their specialist racers nip across the Channel to take 
the spoils. So, in an attempt to find out their secrets, 
Cyclist Off-Road spoke to this year’s winner, Dutchman 
Bram Imming, about what it takes to be a beach racer.

‘Beach racing is our speciality,’ he says. ‘At home we 
tend to race only on the flat sand, and not in the dunes 
like here. It’s about speed. The races are really hard and 
always full-gas. 

‘The start is really important. Everyone in Holland 
goes really fast off the start and if you’re not in the front 
then you are chasing all race long, just like in a crit. 

‘We build special beach bikes, made for speed. Not 
for climbing or downhill, but just speed. They are very 
light like road bikes, but we use flat bars not drop bars, 
as they are a bit wider for the control in the loose sand.  
I train specifically for the sand, too. It’s just what we do.’
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My legs are spent 
and my teeth are 
coated in sand, but 
that’s my fault for 
smiling so much

Above: There’s time to 
cool off in a millpond in 
the lowlands before the 

climb and rough road 
descent of the Colle 
Langan (below) back 
towards the coast

This one takes a slightly different course – a clever tactic 
by the organisers to ensure the leaders don’t have to lap the 
backmarkers. We still have to complete the 5km of beach, 
but once we’re off the sand for the final time the course 
becomes narrower and passing becomes harder. 

I’m almost disappointed when it’s over. My legs are 
spent and my teeth are coated in sand, but that’s my fault 
for smiling so much. Kate too is grinning, and I can tell this 
event is going to be a regular fixture on our race calendar. 

The fun doesn’t stop when the racing is over, either. 
Battle on the Beach welcomes people of all ages and bikes 
of all kinds, and there’s a real festival feel to this event, 
with plenty of trade stands, local food and beer vendors. 
Families lounge on the grass, kids play on the merry-go-
round and bouncy castle and every rider is cheered home, 
even two hours after the winner has crossed the line.

‘We’ve still never had a British winner overall,’ 
announces Page as he presents this year’s winner, 
Dutchman Bram Imming, with his trophy at the prize 
presentation. He’s throwing down the gauntlet for 
someone to take up the challenge, but I’m sure Imming  
and his Dutch team will be back to defend their title  
next year. I know for a fact that Kate and I will be. 
Stu Bowers is deputy editor of Cyclist Off-Road and 
usually gets told off by his wife for riding too fast  
– unless they’re on the tandem

] 
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TRAVEL
Cyclist Off-Road drove to Pembrey, 
a journey of around four hours from 
London (about 1 hr 45mins from the 
Severn Bridge crossing into Wales 
on the M4). Alternatively the nearest 
train station is Burry Port, which 
is only a very short distance from 
Pembrey Country Park where the 
event is held. An off-peak return 
ticket from London costs about  
£90, via Reading and Cardiff.

ACCOMMODATION
Camping is the preferred choice of 
most Battle on the Beach attendees, 
who embrace the relaxed festival 
feel to the event, but especially as 
Pembrey Country Park is a holiday 
park with extensive camping grounds 

and all the necessary facilities. 
One night’s camping is included in 
the entry fee, but the full weekend 
(Friday-Sunday) costs just £10 
extra. There are also many local 
B&Bs and guesthouses to choose 
from if camping isn’t your thing. 
Accommodation is reasonably priced 
in this part of South Wales, so expect 
to pay around £70 for a double or 
twin room, bed and breakfast. 

THANKS
Our thanks go to event organiser Matt 
Page for having us along and allowing 
Cyclist Off-Road snapper Geoff to 
ride in the back of the lead pick-up 
truck on the beach to get some truly 
amazing tracking shots.

How we did it

Battle on the Beach 
attracts foreign pros 
and national champions 
such as Nick Craig, who 
celebrates victory 
in the Grand Vets  
50-59s category
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The latest bikes for taking off the beaten track 
ONTEST #03

‘Hopping rocks 
and skidding 
through tight 
switchbacks, it 
encouraged a 
playful riding style’
Cannondale Topstone, p126
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CANNONDALE 
Topstone

The carbon Topstone is a class 
act for more reasons than just  

its fancy rear suspension
Words STU BOWERS

Cannondale has 
shown true innovation 
with the Topstone 
Carbon by managing 
to neatly incorporate  
a rear suspension 
system that makes  
the bike extremely 
capable off-road 
without compromising 
on the look and feel of  
a svelte road racer

chainstays, seat tube and rear portion of the top 
tube to create around 30mm of vertical deflection 
at the saddle. Cannondale claims this allows for  
a significant amount of suspension while keeping 
additional weight to a minimum. A medium painted 
frame (including all hardware) weighs 1,305g, and 
the complete build of this Ultegra RX equipped 
model (size medium) is a very respectable 8.7kg.

It’s clear the Topstone is designed for travelling 
light and fast on mixed terrain, and its geometry 
backs that up. The stack height and reach are in 
line with Cannondale’s sporty do-it-all bike, the 
Synapse, but there are added features suited to 
off-road adventures. There are three bottle cage 
mounting points, rack and mudguard mounts (for 
obvious reasons a standard rack can’t be mounted 
at the rear), plus an accessory mount on the top 
tube, and there’s clearance for 700c x 40mm tyres 
or 650b x 48mm. 

The Topstone  has the potential to take on 
many guises, from daily commute workhorse to 
bikepacking expedition bike, but my hunch is that 
Cannondale hasn’t designed it for laden tours. Think 
more lightweight single-day jaunts, or perhaps 
multiday rides with a credit card to take the load off. 

Make mine a double
Maximising versatility likely explains why 
Cannondale has also opted to spec double (2x) 
chainsets on all five of the new Topstone Carbon 
models, eschewing the trend towards 1x setups 
for gravel. That said, the front mech mount is 
removable, making a switch to 1x both simple  
and clean should you wish. 

Cannondale’s engineers have considered the 
practical side of ownership too. Direct-line cable 
routing – a tube-in-tube solution – means internal 
cables are simple to replace, and Speed Release 
thru-axles facilitate quick wheel removal without 
the need to completely take out the axle, so it 
doesn’t need to be put down in the dirt on the trail. 

T
he Topstone joined Cannondale’s line-
up last year as a competitively priced, 
aluminium-framed entry point to the 
all-road/gravel market. A year on and the 

American company has launched a carbon version 
with a host of new features, including a form of  
rear suspension that it calls Kingpin.

The seatstays are attached to the seat tube via 
a sealed-bearing pivot, allowing ‘flex zones’ in the 

P 
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Obviously, the first thing I did once I’d clipped 
in was to bounce around like Tigger to see how 
effective the Kingpin suspension was. The 
movement was immediately noticeable. When  
I pushed down on the saddle I could see the flex. 

When out riding the cushioning effect was 
apparent too, and the bike handled the chatter of 
a trail or dirt road with deft efficiency. Importantly, 
though, there was no discernable movement 
through the frame when putting out high-power 
seated efforts.

My initial test rides on the Topstone Carbon 
were at its launch event in Vermont, USA. With 
myriad dirt roads and even some mountain bike 
trails to play on, it was an ideal testing ground. 
Once back home I also spent a fair bit of time 
exploring local trails, but I got most acquainted 
with the bike on the day I tackled the South Downs 
Way. This is perhaps the perfect test for a gravel 
bike – 100 miles encompassing everything from 
smooth tarmac to lumpy grass fields, steep and 
treacherous descents to woodland singletrack, 
plus the small matter of around 3,500m of vertical 
ascent. It took me over 10 hours to do it.

Hitting the skids
The bike proved to be a capable partner. Its 
handling felt closer to a cyclocross race bike 
than many gravel bikes I’ve ridden, but where a 
true cross bike might feel sketchy on very rough 
trails, the Topstone Carbon was assured. Hopping 
rocks and skidding through tight switchbacks, it 
encouraged a playful riding style. I could make 
quick direction changes and switch lines with ease. 
Even on steep descents, the bike showed balance 
and poise. It was no slouch on tarmac, either. 

On the evenings when I was out with my 
local chaingang, I had no problem staying with 
the pace after I’d switched to some more road-
focussed rubber (tubeless 700c x 30mm). The 
bike also highlighted how good Cannondale’s new 
Hollowgram 22 carbon wheels are, feeling light, 
stiff and perfectly suited to all-round use.

The effectiveness of the Kingpin suspension 
is indisputable in ironing out impacts at the rear, 
although I don’t feel like I ever achieved as much as 
the stated 30mm of vertical travel, probably due 
to being quite a light rider (68kg) for my six-foot 

The Topstone Carbon’s 
cables all run internally, 
as is now de rigueur, 
but unlike most brands 
Cannondale has 
engineered a tube-in- 
tube solution to enable 
cables to slide straight 
through the sleeves in 
the frame routing for 
ease of maintenance 
and replacement

P 
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The cushioning effect  
was apparent, and the bike 

handled the chatter of a trail or 
dirt road with deft efficiency



THE SPEC
Model Cannondale Topstone Carbon 
Groupset Shimano Ultegra RX
Deviations Cannondale Hollowgram  
46/30t chainset
Wheels Hollowgram Knot 22 Carbon
Finishing kit Cannondale Save Carbon 
handlebar, Save alloy stem, Save Carbon 
seatpost, Fabric Scoop Shallow Race saddle, 
WTB Riddler TCS Light 700c x 37mm tyres 
Weight 8.7kg 
Price £3,500
Contact cannondale.com

height. Cannondale claims its ‘proportional 
response frame construction’ ensures the bike will 
ride the same regardless of frame size, but there 
is no mention of how it responds to variances in 
bodyweight for a given size. 

My assumption is it is based on a notion that 
taller riders are on average heavier (which makes 
sense), so being relatively tall and skinny perhaps 
makes me a bit of an outlier. It’s certainly not that I 
wasn’t pushing the Topstone Carbon hard enough. 
I suffered three impact punctures on the front 
wheel on the South Downs ride, suggesting I was 
definitely pushing the bike’s limits. Which brings 
me nicely to the front end.

It’s fair to say the front falls a noticeable way 
short of the rear’s capabilities on rougher trails. 
I’d go so far as to say those punctures were a 
direct result of the disparity. The back end feels 
so smooth I was almost certainly getting a little 
carried away with my speed such that the front 
could no longer cope. As an aside, though, there are 
rumours Cannondale is working on a shorter-travel 
gravel-specific version of its Lefty Ocho single-
sided suspension fork, which, if true, would be the 
perfect partner for the Topstone Carbon, and would 
dramatically improve things over harsher terrains. 

Cannondale’s marketing slogan for the Topstone 
is ‘off-road capable, on-road comfortable’. I can’t 
disagree with that, but it’s fairly clear that the bike’s 
allegiances lie more towards the former. 

I can’t imagine many people will buy this bike for  
its road attributes over what it can accomplish off 
the beaten path. If I had to sum it up in one word 
I’d say: capable. I could happily head out with a 
group of road buddies and hang with them on the 
Topstone Carbon, but if halfway round I caught 
sight of some fun trails and fancied a change of 
scene, it would indulge my sense of adventure 
without a second thought.

Riding seated, the 
plushness of the 
Kingpin suspension 
system is palpable,  
but during hard, out-of- 
the-saddle sprints or 
climbing efforts the 
resolute stiffness of the 
frame shines through, 
without any noticeable 
loss of performance

P 
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The back end feels so smooth I 
was almost certainly getting a little 
carried away with my speed



SANTA CRUZ 
Stigmata CC

One of the most distinguished 
brands in mountain biking 

makes its mark on gravel
Words STU BOWERS

We’re used to seeing 
dropped seatstays  
on aero road bikes,  
but here the benefits 
are less about wind- 
cheating and more  
to do with comfort.  
As senior engineer  
Ty Buckenberger 
explains, it allows the 
seat tube to flex more, 
offering improved 
shock dampening

drop-bar ‘gravel bikes’ long before anyone invented 
a term for them (they called them ‘clunkers’).

Santa Cruz, the brand, prides itself on making 
only off-road bikes, and the original Stigmata was 
created as an out-and-out cyclocross race bike. 
But as senior engineer Ty Buckenberger explains, 
there was a demand for it to broaden its horizons. 

‘The feedback from dealers was that people 
wanted to put fenders on them, and they were 
certainly doing a lot more on them than just cross 
racing,’ he says. ‘Where we live, with the mountains 
and the trails we have here, people tend to want to 
push the limits of their equipment and their bikes. 
Even looking around our own office there were all 
kinds of modifications people had made to try to 
adapt the Stigmata to make it more capable. So  
we wanted to sort of re-invent it and make it  
a more versatile bike straight out of the box.’

This, then, is that reimagined Stigmata. Some 
of the changes are easy to spot, such as the new 
tube shapes that Buckenberger says have been 
fashioned with comfort in mind, again reacting to 
feedback that the original was a bit on the harsh 
side. Tyre clearance has gone up, and the frame will 
now accept a 700c x 45mm tyre or 650b x 2.1in. 

Less obvious are things like the slightly slacker 
72° head angle. ‘We only went a half a degree 
slacker than before,’ says Buckenberger. ‘We didn’t 
want to completely lose the racers, so we’ve kept it 
towards the faster end of the spectrum. That’s also 
why it doesn’t have top tube “bento box” mounts 
or any rack mounts. We did put on three bottle cage 
mounts, but it’s not what I’d call a full-blown gravel 
bike. It kind of straddles the line a little bit.’

Long, fun days
That ‘straddling of the line’ really comes across in 
the way the Stigmata rides. Its cyclocross DNA is 
definitely apparent in its handling, and on my test 
rides the steering felt quick to react but importantly 
stayed the right side of skittish on the trails. Its low 

S
anta Cruz – the place not the bike brand 
(although the brand is based there) – has  
a decent claim to being the spiritual home  
of the gravel movement. Back in the 1970s, 

the city spawned a culture of adapting bikes to  
cope with the rugged terrain in the mountains and 
redwood forests of California. It’s how the mountain 
bike came into being, and the likes of Tom Ritchey 
and Keith Bontrager were building and riding 
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weight – only 7.7kg – and stiffness combine to 
give it an animated ride feel too, quick to accelerate 
and deft at climbing, while extremely nimble 
darting in and out of tight woodland singletracks.

One of my most memorable test rides on 
Stig (as it affectionately became known) was an 
attempt to ride from my home in the New Forest  
to my in-laws in south London using as much off- 
road as possible. I’d estimate I managed about  
85-90% of the 200km on the rough stuff, yet 
despite the trip taking me more than eight hours  
I spent most of it grinning from ear to ear. 

Stig was simply perfect for this kind of varied 
ride, taking all manner of terrain and gradients in 
its stride, as did the 700c x 40mm Maxxis Rambler 
tyres. Set up tubeless and inflated to 35psi, they 
felt fast-rolling but with enough grip to help stay 
in control (and upright) on everything from damp 
chalk to deep sand and dusty loam on the trails. 
And, as a pleasant aside, I didn’t have a single flat 
during my entire few months of testing.

Santa Cruz recently launched its own wheel 
brand and Stig came fitted with the company’s 
gravel-focussed Reserve 22 carbon hoops.  

Borrowing directly from 
trends in mountain bike 
design, Santa Cruz has 
fitted a rubber frame 
protector on the drive- 
side chainstay to 
protect the paintwork 
from damage caused  
by chain slap. It also 
quietens any noise 
from the chain bouncing 
on rough terrain
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Despite the trip taking more 
than eight hours I spent most 
of it grinning from ear to ear



THE SPEC
Model Santa Cruz Stigmata CC
Groupset Sram Red eTap AXS
Wheels Santa Cruz Reserve 22 Carbon
Finishing kit Easton EC70 AX handlebar, 
Easton EA90 alloy stem, Easton EC90 SL 
carbon seatpost, WTB Silverado Team saddle, 
Maxxis Rambler 700c x 40mm tyres 
Weight 7.72kg 
Price £2,199 frame, fork, headset; complete 
builds from £3,599; £8,999 as tested
Contact jungleproducts.co.uk

The number refers to the internal rim width, not 
the rim depth as is more often the case with wheel 
model names. 

These wheels are a credit to the brand and 
undeniably had a positive impact on the ride. Their 
low weight contributed to the bike’s sprightly feel, 
even though Santa Cruz points out that weight was 
not the primary focus. They’re strong (as any wheel 
ridden by YouTube sensation Danny MacAskill 
needs to be) and several times I felt the rims hit the 
ground over tree roots or on rocky descents but on 
inspection there was never any sign of damage, or 
even of the wheels being slightly out of true. 

Here for the gears
Debate continues to rage over whether 1x or 2x 
drivetrains are better for gravel bikes. The Stigmata 
came fitted with a double Sram Red eTap AXS 
(46/33t) chainset, but Santa Cruz has created its 
own band-on fitment for the front mech, which is 
simple to remove and won’t leave any unsightly 
bolt holes should you favour a 1x setup. With 
Sram’s wireless eTap AXS components, you could 
feasibly switch between 1x and 2x in little more 
than the time it takes to make a brew. 

That, combined with the 650b wheel 
compatibility, means Buckenberger has definitely 
delivered on his promises. This new Stigmata 
oozes versatility. I can’t say I tested it with a 650b 
setup, nor did I race cyclocross on it, but my hunch 
is Stig would be both fun and capable in both cases. 

As a final thought, Santa Cruz says it doesn’t 
do road bikes. Well, I did slot in a pair of Zipp 202 
Firecrests with 28mm tyres and take Stig out with 
the Saturday morning chaingang once. With its 
weight trimmed back to below 7.5kg, let’s just 
say I held my own, rubbing shoulders with some 
expensive top-end road machines and occasionally 
showing them a rather fine set of seatstays.

With a 72° head angle 
and 170mm head tube 
length, the Stigmata’s 
geometry nestles 
nicely in the middle 
ground between out- 
and-out cross racer  
and full-blown gravel 
bike. It has a playful 
side, but if you want  
to get serious chasing 
Strava KOMs it will  
not disappoint
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Santa Cruz has definitely 
delivered on its promises. This  
new Stigmata oozes versatility



 OPEN Wi.DE
Open continues to push the 
boundaries of bike design,  

and is having fun doing it
Words PETER STUART

Open surprised us 
several years ago 
when it launched  
a bike with road- 
oriented geometry 
that could accept  
2.1in tyres on 650b 
rims. The Wi.DE 
expands the tyre 
clearance even further 
with its dropped 
‘monostay’, and has 
also committed to  
a 1x setup

bizarre on first sight. However, it proved to be 
hugely popular and broke new ground in the space 
between gravel bikes and hardtail mountain bikes. 
Open dubbed it ‘GravelPlus’ but, with many gravel 
bikes now offering dual wheel size compatibility, 
this category is no longer really necessary. Not that 
we needed any further confusion anyway.

Open achieved the UP’s wide clearance while 
maintaining a short and road-oriented 420mm 
chainstay length by using a then-unique dropped 
chainstay design on the driveside. That allowed the 
use of wide tyres while making the UP handle like 
a road bike, a feature that has since been emulated 
by dozens of its competitors. For the Wi.DE, 
Vroomen has gone one step further.

Bigger is better
The bike introduces the ‘monostay’, where both 
chainstays are dropped. That means the Wi.DE 
can fit a whopping 2.4in tyre on 650b wheels, 
something that would have been unorthodox to 
see even on cross-country mountain bikes a few 
years back. Equally, the double dropped stays 
allow 700c wheels to be paired with tyres as wide 
as 46mm. The monostay also increases stiffness  
at the bottom bracket, as the chainstays form a  
solid junction unit just beaneath. 

Vroomen says this extra clearance helps to 
separate the Wi.DE from the UP, with the former 
being slightly more trail-oriented and the latter 
slightly more road-oriented. 

‘The UP and Wi.DE do the same thing but with 
a different focus,’ he says. ‘The UP is great for 
tyres ranging from 700c x 28mm to 650b x 54mm 
[2.1in], whereas the Wi.DE’s range is more 700c x 
35mm to 650b x 60mm. If you really spend a lot of 
time on tough trails, the Wi.DE is the better choice 
because you’ll want to go beyond 54mm tyres.’

In terms of handling, the Wi.DE has a slightly 
more relaxed geometry than the UP, but Vroomen 
assures me that the ride is essentially the same. 

O
pen is a bike brand that seems to 
be always ahead of the trend. The 
company’s co-founder, Gerard 
Vroomen, was half of the brains 

behind Cervélo and has always had a knack for 
creating bikes we never knew we wanted. 

The original Open UP – a bike with what 
looked like a road frame but with clearance for 
650b wheels and 2.1in mountain bike tyres – was 
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I first rode the Wi.DE on a trip to Idaho in the 
United States, with a set of 2.35in Schwalbe G-One 
Speed tyres. I quickly found my way onto some 
high, narrow and rocky trails in the Idaho mountains, 
where the Wi.DE gave me huge confidence.

That was partly down to the wide tyres, but  
the geometry also played a part. The front end  
was lively, darting around rocks and through  
cracks without disturbing stability, and the bike  
was agile on technical fire-road descents.

The most striking thing, though, was how much 
the Wi.DE felt like a road bike. It’s pretty light for a 
gravel bike, which made steep inclines relatively 
breezy, and the mixture of light weight and relaxed 
geometry made riding gravel trails a lively affair. 
The same roads would have proved boring on  
a full-suspension mountain bike.

Once back in the UK, I switched to the set of  
narrower 2.1in Schwalbe G-One Bite tyres pictured, 
which hit a sweetspot on trails that are far less 
challenging than the Rocky Mountains. This 
bestowed confidence on bridleways and moderate 
singletrack, but didn’t dramatically affect the 
handling or ride quality on the road.

Open uses its U-turn 
fork on the Wi.DE, which 
has what the company 
calls a SmartMount, a 
system where the disc 
calliper attaches 
without the need for an 
adapter. The result is  
a frame with 160mm 
rotors that also offers 
easier mounting and a 
much cleaner aesthetic

P 
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The mixture of light weight and 
relaxed geometry made 
riding gravel trails a lively affair



THE SPEC
Model Open Wi.DE
Groupset Sram Force eTap AXS 
Deviations Sram XX1 Eagle AXS eTap 
derailleur, Sram Eagle XG-1275 10-50t 
cassette, Sram Force 1 Cx1 X-sync  
chainring 42t
Wheels DT Swiss Spline GR 1600 (650b)
Finishing kit Enve carbon bars, stem  
and seatpost, Brooks Cambium C1 saddle, 
Schwalbe G-One Bite TLE 650b 2.1in tyres
Weight 8.71kg
Price £2,870 frameset, £6,200 as built 
Contact veloatelier.co.uk

I’ve tested the UP, and the Wi.DE’s double-
dropped chainstay does indeed seem to have 
further increased the lateral stiffness. On skinny 
tyres at higher pressure it really did feel like a rigid 
road racer. Vroomen claims this is down to the 
patented carbon layup, which he calls (with tongue 
firmly in cheek) TRCinTRS. That stands for ‘The 
Right Carbon in The Right Spot’. 

At 170mm the head tube isn’t low enough 
to satisfy the most aggressive road setups, but 
that’s not the position you’d want to find yourself 

in anyway. A more upright position with a shorter 
reach and higher stack helps handling and stability 
on tougher terrain, but at the same time the head 
tube is not so high as to pitch your weight too far 
back, which would affect traction on steep inclines.

 
Eagle eyes
Some have criticised the lack of a front derailleur 
mount on the Wi.DE, but to me it makes complete 
sense. I’m an advocate of 1x groupsets generally, 
but never more than on a bike like this. The range  
of gears offered by the XX1 Eagle setup is 
impressive. To put it in perspective, it provides a 
bigger overall range than a mid-compact chainset 
with a sizeable 11-36t rear cassette. 

I found myself able to climb almost anything. 
I even managed off-road ramps I’ve never been 
able to get up before (sometimes after a couple 
of attempts, admittedly), which I put down to a 
combination of frame stiffness, geometry, gearing 
and tyres. Whatever it was, it was a lot of fun.

When I was testing the Wi.DE, many people 
posed the question of whether someone who 
needs to limit themselves to one bike (possibly on 
account of city living) will likely have access to trails 
that would warrant all of the Wi.DE’s versatility. It’s 
a good question, as a separate road and mountain 
bike might serve both areas better individually. But 
perhaps the Wi.DE reflects how MTB technology 
has outpaced the terrain most of us can access.  
In my case, I do most of my riding on paths and 
tracks that a 32mm tyre could manage, and the 
Wi.DE makes those stretches faster and easier.  
It also allows me the option to venture onto more  
testing and exciting trails than I’ve managed  
on other gravel bikes. 

Ultimately, the Open Wi.DE is a highly tuned 
performance bike, but with enough fun and 
versatility to not take itself too seriously.

The beauty of Sram’s 
AXS components is the 
cross-compatibility 
between road and MTB 
groupsets. The Wi.DE 
came fitted with the 
MTB XX1 Eagle AXS 
rear mech and a 10-50t 
cassette paired with a 
42t chainring – gearing 
that proved capable  
of tackling even the 
toughest terrain.
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It allows me the option to wander 
onto more exciting trails than I’ve 
managed on other gravel bikes ] 



Tips and tricks to being a better rider
#04Knowledge

Going 
down 

fast
Multiple National  

Mountain Bike and 
Cyclocross Champion  

Nick Craig shares his 
descending wisdom P 
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Go tubeless
How to fit tubeless tyres without getting gunked 

Use pressure with your thumb as you fit 
the tubeless valve to ensure its rubber 
seal sits firmly in the rim channel  1  . Be 
careful not to over-tighten the valve nut 
(finger-tight is fine) as you may need to 
remove it if fitting a tube is the only 
option to fix a flat on the trail.

KNOWLEDGE \ Descending Tubeless / KNOWLEDGE

With one side of the tyre already 
mounted, mount the second bead by 
working your way around the rim with 
your thumbs  2 . Leave around 15-20cm 
open – ideally opposite the valve.

Place the wheel upright with the open 
section of tyre at 6 o’clock. Pour in the 
correct dose of sealant  3 , according to 
sealant brand and tyre size.Carefully 
rotate the wheel through 180°, allowing 
the sealant to flow around within the 
tyre as you go, so the open section  
is now at 12 o’clock. Finish mounting  
the tyre, ideally using your thumbs.  
Tyre levers may damage the bead. 

Unscrew and then remove the valve 
core 4 . This will increase the airflow as 
you pump, giving a much better chance 
of getting an instant seal. If the tyre 
doesn’t inflate, try rotating the wheel, 
hanging it or laying it on its side to 
unweight the tyre. Once the tyre begins 
inflating continue to a high enough 
pressure to seat the bead all around. 
You’ll usually hear it ‘pop’ into place. 
Place your thumb over the valve stem  
as you remove the pump connector  
and screw the valve core back in.

 6 Go wide
‘One final thing to remember is that the rear 

wheel will track a different curve to the front wheel 
as you steer around an obstacle. I’ve seen it many 
times when riders avoid a rock in the trail with the 
front wheel only to slam into it with the rear. You 
need to take a slightly wider curve around the 
obstacle so as not to catch the rear wheel.’

 1 Make a stand
‘One mistake newcomers make is descending 

like they would on a road bike,’ says Craig. ‘Off-
road requires a completely different technique. 
You have to be standing, because opening up space 
between the rider and the bike allows it to move 
freely. People say, “You’ve got to shove your butt 
back,” but if you keep a balanced body position and 
let the bike move freely the weight is automatically 
shifted over the rear, so this will happen naturally. 
Plus, when you’re on your feet you can use your 
legs and arms to absorb impacts.’

 2  Don’t look down
‘It’s crucial to be able to read the terrain, and  

that requires looking up,’ says Craig. ‘At speed I’ll 
look at least five or six bike lengths down the trail; 
for slower trails I reduce that to two bike lengths.  
In a corner, look at the exit point, and don’t look 
where you don’t want to go. If you’re looking at  
an obstacle thinking, “I don’t want to hit that,” 
you’re going to hit it.’

 3 All in the footwork 
‘A good starting point for your feet is with the 

pedals level, parallel to the ground, and heels 
slightly dropped. I might have my back foot down a 
little if it’s a rough descent. Remember to have the 
inside pedal up on corners. This will avoid ground 
strike if you’re leaning, and will put your weight on 
the outside pedal, which will help the tyres bite.’

 4 Get a grip
‘Don’t grip too tightly with your hands. My 

technique is to lock my index finger and thumb 
around the bar so I know I have a secure hold, but 
then soften the rest of my grip. Too tight a grip will 
make your hands ache, and a softer grip will keep 
your arms relaxed to help with bump absorption.’

 5 Braking good
‘Physics dictates that the front brake should 

do most of the work, but it’s a balance between 
slowing and maintaining traction on loose surfaces. 
You need to feel and feather the brake accordingly 
to avoid locking the wheel and skidding. That said, 
you can intentionally lock the rear wheel to almost 
slide the bike back into line when necessary, but 
that’s a skill that requires practice.’

Rock star
Nick Craig’s top downhill tips  

1

2

3

4
5

6

The benefits of running tubeless tyres are many: reduced rolling resistance, the 
ability to run lower pressure for improved grip and comfort, plus the sealant inside 
can potentially fix a flat, sometimes without you even being aware you had one. 
Filling your tyres with sealant and getting them inflated needn’t be a faff, either. 

1 2

3 4
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Flares are 
back 
Why your gravel bars 
aren’t like your road bars

KNOWLEDGE \ Kit

Pictured: Ritchey WCS VentureMax, 
Flare 24°, top width 42cm, drop width 
54.5cm, £89, upgradebikes.co.uk

Flared handlebars are similar to 
road bars except the drops splay out 
sideways to give a much wider hand 
position than on the hoods. But why?

‘When you get into the drops for 
descents a flared bar gives you better 
control of the bike,’ says Benedikt 
Skulasson, co-founder of Lauf Cycling 
and designer of the Lauf Smoothie bar. 
‘You’re stronger and more stable with 
your arms wider and wrists slightly 
turned than you are with your shoulders 
narrow and wrists straight.

‘Flared bars can also have a really 
tight forward bend without riders hitting 
their wrists in the drops, because having 
wider drops puts the wrists further out 
from the bend,’ he adds. 

A longer lever is also better able to 
bend, so having weight spread wider 
means a bar can naturally flex more.

‘The absorption of certain impacts 
is quite amazing, because a bar can 
flex many more times a second than 
a suspension fork can compress and 
rebound,’ says Skulasson. 

‘Honestly, I didn’t get the flared  
thing at first, but we decided to try it and 
that’s when I realised how well-suited it 
is to gravel. There are disadvantages in 
terms of aerodynamics, but that’s only  
a very limited downside compared to  
all the positives.’ 

Pick your pitch
Proper preparation
Practising setting up your tent and stowing your kit 
at home is beneficial, but it’s still nothing like doing 
it after a long day in the saddle, on a dark, windy 
night with a head-torch on. Pack your kit logically 
so that you can set up camp quickly. Gear that has 
to come out first should be packed last. Label poles, 
pegs and corners with coloured tape or marker 
pens. At night, be sure to store food and waste 
carefully inside your tent – being woken by  
a fox eating your supplies is not much fun.

Check exposure
Ideally you want to find a spot sheltered from the 
wind, rain and heat. Use the features of the land or 
outbuildings to find a spot that could offer a quiet 
or dry night, but one that won’t have you slowly 
cooking inside your tent when the sun rises. If 
it’s windy, have the back of your tent facing the 
elements. Hopefully then you have some shelter 
with the door open to cook.  

What’s above you?
Sheltering in the woods can provide protection 
from stormy weather, but it’s worth checking  
trees to make sure no rotten branches will fall  
on you in the night. Checking what’s above you  
in steep mountain terrain is vital, too. You could  
find yourself in the path of rockfalls and rainwater  
if a summer storm kicks in overnight.

What’s below you?
Ideally the land should be flat and soft. Make sure 
it isn’t marshy, though, because the wet will rise up 
in the night. If you have to make camp on a slope, 
it’s best not to have your head higher than your feet 
or vice versa as you will be on the slide all night. 
Instead, try sleeping perpendicular to the slope  
and prop up one side of your sleeping mat with 
extra clothing or bags. 

What will you wake up to?
What looks like a quiet corner behind a barn in the 
dark of night could be part of a busy farmyard or 
industrial unit in the morning, so take care when 
pitching up near buildings. While most people give 
sleeping travellers a wide berth, interrupting a 
workplace or busy route could lead to a panicky 
wake up and make it a little tricky getting back  
into your Lycra in the morning. 

Don’t upset the locals
Be mindful of where you camp. In England we 
don’t have the right to camp anywhere we fancy 
(unlike in Scotland). Try not to upset local farmers, 
landowners or park rangers. Ask for permission 
where you can, and if you’re asked to move on  
then be polite and find another spot without making 
a fuss. It’s important to foster a good reputation for 
riders, campers and future generations who want 
to spend nights out in the wild.

After a hard ride, a good night’s sleep depends on where you pitch 
up. RPM90 Cycling Adventures’ Nick Miles can help you get it right
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Power of one
The case for 1x groupsets on gravel bikes Sent packing 

Bigger range
It’s easy to assume that fewer gears means  
a smaller range, but 1x systems can actually 
offer a bigger range than a double chainset.

‘If you combine a 9-32 cassette with a 
36t chainring, it gives you the same range 
as a 48/34t chainset with a 12-30 cassette,’ 
explains Gerard Vroomen, co-owner of 3T 
and Open Cycle. ‘With a 40t ring it’s equivalent 
to 50/36t with 11-29, and with a 44t ring it’s 
equivalent to 54/39 by 11-28,’ he adds. 

Then there are also super-rangy systems 
such as the Sram AXS Eagle 1x, which makes  
a 10-50t cassette feasible on a gravel bike. 
True, the jumps between gears are big, but  
it offers a broader range than anything 
previously possible with a double chainset. 

No dropped chains
With no front derailleur to help keep the chain 
in place on the chainrings, 1x groupsets instead 
use two technologies to keep the chain from 
dropping. Clutch mechanisms are employed  

in the rear derailleur arm (originally pioneered 
by Shimano but now also used by Sram) to 
keep tension on the chain and stop it from 
bouncing off on rough terrain. 

The other feature of most 1x chainrings  
is a narrow-wide tooth profile, which creates 
a more ‘locked-in’ engagement with the 
chain. Sram’s latest AXS 12-speed X-Sync 
tooth profile takes this one stage further with 
an almost ‘hooked’ or shark-tooth profile, 
ensuring the chain is held securely at all times.

No front derailleur
‘For me as an engineer, the front derailleur 
is rather offensive,’ says Vroomen. ‘The rear 
derailleur is a beautiful piece of machinery; the 
front derailleur consists of two plates that push 
against the chain until it falls off.’ 

Removing it allows for more innovative 
frame design where the seat tube doesn’t have 
to be in a position to mount the front mech. It 
also sheds weight, removes one set of cables, 
and means fewer parts to collect dirt.

Technology has given us 24 gears on road bikes, so why would we want to limit ourselves to half as 
many on a gravel bike? That said, switching to a single chainring has its benefits. Cyclist Off-Road 
looks at why the 1x setup is right for certain situations…

Endurance racer Rich 
Rothwell helps Altura 

develop its bikepacking 
bags – and he can help you 

pack for a multiday ride

Altura Vortex 2 front roll £59.99, 
top tube pack £34.99, seat pack  
£69.99, frame pack £tbc
altura.co.uk

Dolan GXA Aluminium Disc 
Gravel Sram 1x11 Build £2,099.99
dolan-bikes.com

 1 SEAT PACK: THE SOFT STUFF
‘The seat pack is where I keep my sleeping 

set-up,’ says Rothwell , a veteran of ultra-
endurance events such as the Highland Trail 
550 race and Colorado Trail Race. ‘It tends to be 
a pretty robust bivi bag, a lightweight sleeping 
bag and possibly a sleeping mat, such as a 
Thermarest NeoAir XLite Short – just enough 
to keep your shoulders and hips off the ground. 
I can fit all of that into my seat pack and I know 
that I don’t touch that pack until it’s time to sleep.

‘My bivi is a Rab Survival Zone, which isn’t 
the lightest, but it’s bombproof. Because it’s the 
heaviest item, I pack that first so it’s under the 
seat. You want the weight as close to the bike as 
possible to stop the seat pack swinging around.’

 2 FRAME PACK: THE HEAVY STUFF
‘This is where I keep the hard, dense things. 

That includes my toolkit and spares, which 
takes up a lot of space. I have a spare nut or  
bolt of every part of the bike, spare jockey 
wheels, every tyre repair solution possible, 
pliers, cutters, battery packs, a spare Garmin… 
I obsess over arranging it to fit into that triangle 
and I tie it really tightly into the frame so that  
the bag doesn’t move an inch.

‘It’s a good place to keep that stuff because 
it’s central on the bike. In general you want the 
weight to be evenly spread across both wheels. 
Having heavier stuff in the middle of the frame 
is going to help with keeping balance, and also 
means the bike holds the ground really well.’

 3 TOP TUBE PACK: THE FOODY STUFF
‘It tends to be almost all food in the top tube 

pack,’ says Rothwell. ‘Favourite snacks include 
nuts, Babybels, Haribo – all that standard race 
fodder. Babybels are fantastic for energy: they 
are tasty, savoury and have a huge calorie 
count. I’m also partial to Peanut M&Ms. If I’m 
carrying a stove on a leisure ride, I might take 
sachets of hot chocolate or porridge pots. A top 
tip is to eat something really high in calories just 
before you go to sleep because it keeps your 
body temperature up. If it’s a more sociable 
outing, a small bottle of red wine and a bar of 
dark chocolate are essential. Take the wine in a 
sealable plastic drink bag, and then once you’ve 
drunk the wine you can use the bag as a pillow.’

 4 HANDLEBAR PACK: THE CLOTHING STUFF
‘The handlebar roll is mostly for spare 

clothes, maybe a few electrical items. It’s easy 
to stuff a waterproof in there and you can pull 
it out without wasting too much time. Other 
clothes include a merino base layer, spare 
socks and gloves. If it’s poor weather I might 
have waterproof shorts and a lightweight pair 
of waterproof trousers as well. To be honest, 
I don’t tend to take much additional clothing. 
Even when conditions aren’t great I usually have 
spare space in the front roll. I don’t understand 
people who want to put as much stuff as 
possible on their bike – maybe they think it looks 
rugged. I try to keep it to the absolute minimum. 
I wonder what they take with them sometimes.’
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KNOWLEDGE \ Interview

Cyclist Off-Road: The boom in gravel 
riding is fuelling curiosity towards ultra-
endurance events. Do you see them 
becoming as mainstream as sportives?
Josh Ibbett: Participation is definitely 
growing. I’ve just returned from the Tour 
Divide [a 4,418km race from Canada 
to Mexico] where 160 riders took part. 
OK, that’s nothing compared to the big 
sportives, but it’s a significant number 
willing to take on such a mammoth 
challenge. The Transcontinental Race 
started in 2013 with around 30 entrants 
and has virtually doubled in size every 
year since. But they can’t keep growing 
and accepting more riders because, 
when a race is spread out over an entire 
continent, that’s a lot of logistics.

COR: Surely they’re not for everyone, 
though? They’re no ride in the park… 
JI: That’s true. Ultra-endurance events 

are often presented in a romantic way, 
but the images hide the suffering. The 
pictures don’t let on what it feels like 
to be at high altitude, freezing cold and 
wet, with limited food and no bed for the 
night. I don’t mean to sound negative, 
but it isn’t always rosy and fun. 

COR: But isn’t the voyage of personal 
discovery part of the draw?
JI: To an extent, yes. In those toughest 
times you learn a lot about yourself, but 
you do have to take a lot of personal 
responsibility when you do events like 
this. You’re out on your own. It’s not 
like a sportive where you have a broom 
wagon and feed stations every 50km. 

COR: What would be your advice  
for anyone wanting to do an event  
such as the Transcontinental?
JI: Do a test trip first. You’ll learn 

from making mistakes so it’s better 
if that’s not in the race. Taking a train 
somewhere and riding home is a good 
idea, because getting home is a nice 
carrot. I booked a one-way flight to a 
destination about 1,000 miles away and 
started riding 100 miles a day. Gradually 
that crept up to 200 miles in a day. On 
the ferry home I thought, “That wasn’t 
too bad,” and then I knew I’d be alright  
in something like the Transcontinental. 

COR: What were the biggest lessons 
you learned?
JI: Realising you don’t use half the stuff 
you’ve taken. Equally, you discover what 
you really do need. Mostly it’s about 
working out your ‘system’ – coping 
strategies for saving time and energy, 
especially with things like temperature 
regulation and fuelling.

COR: What about sleep? If you want  
a good result, do you have to survive  
on the bare minimum?
JI: I found if I slept out in a bivi bag I’d 
only get a couple of hours of poor sleep, 
and when I got back on the bike I’d still 
be really tired. But if I stopped in a hotel 
and slept well for four hours, overall I’d 
be faster, because after that I’d have  
a stronger day on the bike. 

Don’t forget personal hygiene, either. 
Look what happened to Björn Lenhard  
in this year’s Transcontinental. He was  
a runaway leader but then had to pull  
out because of horrendous saddle 
sores. You have to wonder, what if he’d 
taken the time to change his shorts? 

COR: More pros are taking on ultra-
endurance events. Is this a good thing or 
could it tarnish the spirit of the sport?
JI: None of the races offer big prizes, so 
they tend to attract a different mentality 
of person. That will protect the values 
of the sport, but also these events are 
great levellers. Seeing a WorldTour pro 
brought to tears pushing his bike up a 
muddy dirt track humanises them and 
reminds you they’re not just robots  
that ride bikes.

COR: What is it that keeps you coming 
back for more?
JI: As soon as you finish your first ultra-
endurance race you immediately start 
thinking you could improve this, or save 
time there. It’s hard not to want to go 
back and see what you can do with that 
extra knowledge. It’s a big part of what 
makes these events so addictive.

Josh Ibbett
A past winner of the Transcontinental Race and sixth 
place finisher at the 2019 Tour Divide, Josh Ibbett talks 
about the highs and lows of ultra-endurance racing
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Ibbett says ultra-
endurance racing  
is a great leveller: 
‘Seeing a WorldTour 
pro brought to tears 
pushing his bike up 
a muddy dirt track 
humanises them’



fter almost two hours grinding 
up steep gradients, dodging 
fallen boulders and being 
battered by torrential rain, 
things took a turn for the 

worse. I arrived at the start of an 8km stretch  
of sterrato – dirt road.

When the Colle delle Finestre made its 
debut in the Giro d’Italia in 2005, La Gazzetta 
described this abrupt change in road surface 
as the ‘border between heaven and hell’. 
A legend was born. It was here that Chris 
Froome launched his spectacular solo 80km 
breakaway during Stage 19 of last year’s Giro, 
securing him the maglia rosa. The thought 
of following in the tyre tracks of such an 
audacious piece of cycling would normally 
send tingles down my spine, but I was too busy 
straining to keep upright on a surface that had 
been transformed into heavy sludge by the rain. 

For the briefest of moments, the cloud 
lifted and I glimpsed the cauldron of rock I was 
traversing. It was a malevolent landscape, the 
domain of wild animals and savage nature 
rather than a meticulously engineered stretch 
of tarmac built for air-conditioned people 

Roughing it with the pros
More professional road races are venturing off the tarmac 
and onto gravel – and that is something to be celebrated

FINAL WORD \ Pro racing on gravel
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carriers. It was a scene that conjured up all 
those black and white images from the earliest 
Grand Tours, when riders wearing goggles and 
sashes of spare tyres wrestled their single-
gear bikes across inhospitable landscapes. 

Then the cloud closed in again and I was 
once more alone in my suffering. I returned 
home in time to see Stage 6 of this year’s Tour 
finish at the top of La Planche des Belles Filles. 

‘If they suffer a puncture or a mechanical 
here, their Tour could be over,’ pronounced 
one TV pundit with the solemnity of a priest 
administering last rites. The source of his 
concern? A 900m stretch of gravel.

The TV cameras briefly panned to a line 
of team soigneurs. Each of them was holding 
a bike. Team cars weren’t being allowed any 
further up the climb, so they were probably 
simply replacement bikes to facilitate a quick 
change in case of punctures or mechanicals. 

But maybe they were gravel-specific?  
We regularly see riders switching to smaller-
geared bikes at the foot of steep climbs. 
Maybe switching to bikes with wider tyres 
and aluminium frames before stretches of 
unsurfaced road will become the norm?

Gravel is becoming a regular feature of road 
races. The Strade Bianche achieved WorldTour 
status on the strength of its gravel paths through 
the Tuscan countryside. The Tro Bro Léon race 
is defined by the farm tracks of Brittany, while 
last year’s Paris-Tours featured nine sectors of 
gravel through the vineyards of the Loire Valley, 
prompting QuickStep boss Patrick Lefevere to 
tweet that his team would not return as it had 
‘nothing to do with road cycling’.

His views appear outweighed by race 
organisers’ desire to make their events more 
exciting to fans. A race is no longer just about 
speed, it’s about the courage, craft and strength 
to deal with a variety of surfaces. 

Team EF Education First have embraced 
this philosophy by adopting an ‘Alternative 
Calendar’ in which their riders take part in 
gravel and adventure races. And there’s 
another advantage to this type of surface: they 
don’t come with street furniture that is wholly 
incompatible with bike-racing (as the death 
of Bjorg Lambrecht during this year’s Tour of 
Poland sadly reminded us).

For Lefevere, the switch from tarmac to 
gravel was like replacing his laptop with an 
abacus, but riding into the wild is a reminder of 
road cycling’s glorious past. Despite their heavy 
frames with primitive components, few riders 
made a fuss about it then. Nor should we now. 
Trevor Ward lives in a part of Scotland where 
the constant need for gritting turns most road 
rides into gravel rides
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